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Yeatts leaves
his mark on
Murray State
Sy HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
After nearly 12 years of service to Murray State
University, Associate Vice President of Facilities
Management, Dr. Dewey Yeatts is relocating to warmer
waters in South Carolina to serve as the vice president of
facilities and engineering at The Citadel, the military college of South Carolina.
"It's bittersweet," he said. "We have some great, wonderful friends. I came to Murray, Kentucky alone; since
then we've been able to develop great friendships with people and consider this home."
But with little less than a week left in Murray, Yeatts said
he and his wife, a professor in the education department,
have always wanted to live on the east coast.
"We wanted to end our careers on the east coast.
Charleston is just a beautiful town," he said. "It reflects a
lot of the things we like in coastal living and the southern
charm and atmosphere."
During his tenure at Murray State, Yeatts was influential
in changing the way the public sees the university, literally.
"It was a hodge podge of architecture," he said. "There
was not a true consistency with the buildings and the campus wasn't very attractive. We know from research you
only have one opportunity to make a first impression on students and their parents."
When Yeatts arrived at Murray State in 1996, he began
work to implement House Bill 622, which was a lengthy
process finally ending in success in 1998.
"It empowered you as a university to select your own i
consultants, hire your contractors and manage your construction," he said. "That allowed us to really start making
a change to the campus in the new buildings that we were
constructing to tie in the architectural elements and components of some of the original buildings."
Last week, Rep. Melvin Henley, D-Murray. and House
Speaker Jody Richards, D-Bowling Green, presented a legislative citation in Yeatts' honor for his service to Murray
'He's largely responsible for the appearance of Murray
State University and I'm very appreciative of that having
spent 50 years of my life on that campus,' said Henley.
While at Murray State, Yeatts was involved with 145
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TRIVIAL PURSUITS: A group from BB&T Bank brought back a bit of TV
nostalgia with their MASH
theme for Saturday's Main Street Trivia Night at the Curris Center. The
bank's version of Hawkeye
Pierces tent "The Swamp" earned them second place in the theme
category. Trivia Night is a key
fundraiser for the organization and its preservation efforts in Murray's
downtown areas. More than 30
tables of eight participants each took part in this year's event, which was the
largest in its three-year
history

Gov.'s gambling plan coming soon

HOLLY WISEA.edger & Times
Dewey Yeatts. MSU's vice president of facilities management, stands in front of the welcoming arch at the
U.S. 641/Ky. 121 intersection. Yeatts is leaving Murray
for a similar post at The Citadel.
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By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Gov. Steve Beshear is planning to
unveil gambling legislation by the
end of this week, a proposal that he
said could bring the state "several
hundreds of millions" in new revenue over the next two years.
Casino license fees could be
sold to bring in money to help offset a projected shortfall of nearly
$900 million in the next budget
cycle, Beshear told reporters. The
Democratic governor said he will
propose., a constitutional amendment that could lead to the legalization of casinos.
"Obviously, issues like this are
controversial and much depends
upon the details," Beshear said at
an impromptu press conference
outside his office. "People need to
see it. They need to be able to
digest it and talk about it and discuss it."
Beshear's support for legalizing
casino gambling in Kentucky has
been no secret. He campaigned
against former Gov. Ernie
Fletcher. a Republican, on a platform that included his call for a
constitutional amendment allowing casinos.

100% Chance

19%Clompe

Home of the Kentucky Derby,
the Bluegrass state has long
allowed gambling in various forms.
— at race tracks, bingo halls and
through a state lottery. Casinos
would be new, and are likely to be
a polarizing issue in a Bible belt
state
where
the
Ten
Commandments are posted in the
Capitol Rotunda.
Recently, Beshear proposed an
$18.5 billion two-year spending
proposal that calls for significant
cuts to state government agenciet
and public universities. Soaring
costs in the state's Medicaid and
prison systems are causing financial woes across state government.
But Beshear, the son of a
preacher, says the revenue generated from casinos can help plug a
gaping budget hole.
Lawmakers could, if they
desire, pass a supplemental budget
contingent upon the legislature
passing the proposed constitutional amendment and then Kentucky
voters ratifying it.
"It would be enlightening for
everybody in the legislature and
the general public to know that if
this does pass, and we'll generate
those revenues, then we would
have a plan for the spending of
those revenues that would relieve
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some of the significant redui.tions that we"
had to propose at
this
point.'
Beshear said.
House Speaker
Jody Richards, DBowling Green,
said he thought
Beshear
the idea of passing
a supplemental budget based on
possible revenue from selling casino licenses could "probably" make
it easier to pass a constitutional
amendment out of the House.
Nevertheless, such legislation
could have problems navigating
the General Assembly in an election year. Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesville, opposes
the idea.
"We don't need this corrupting
influence in this state," Williams
said earlier this week.
Beshear said he was "relatively
confident" that he could convince
lawmakers in both the House and
Senate to support his proposal.
"If expanded gaming were
approved, it would go a long way
toward resolving our revenue
problems right now and for the
foreseeable future," Beshear said.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray State University's
American Humanics faculty
and students aren't alone in celebrating the program's 25th
anniversary this year. United
Way of Calloway County, Big
Brothers Big Sisters, Need
Line, CUBS and many other
non-profit organizations in
Murray are joining the chorus
praising the program for its
vitality and influence.
United Way Director Peg
Billington
said
students
involved in the AH and Youth
Service Learning program have
been essential to the success of
numerous non-profit efforts for
many years.
"Not only is it good for
United Way, it's good for the
entire Murray and Calloway
County community," Billington
said. "I feel like this is one of
the wonderful parts of Murray
State being here in Murray. The
students can work with all the
agencies and they have so much
to add to the community."
Dr. Roger Weis, director of
the program, says MSU's AH
effort led the nation in student
enrollment for the 17th straight
year and has sent more students
to work in the non-profit sector
than any other program. The
program has been the recipient
of eight national and 25 local
awards for excellence in academics, leadership. service and
research and has been selected
as one of four model AH programs in the country.
Weis said he came to MSU
in 1989 considering it to be a
stepping stone in his higher
education career, but because of
the dedication of faculty, staff
and students has decided to
remain.
"I'm still here and loving
every single day," he said.
"Making a difference in the
lives of others is about the
biggest thrill you can have in
life and individuals in our program get to do it daily and teach
others how to be leaders in the
youth and non-profit world.
Students don't even have to wait
until they graduate to make a
difference, they can do it while
they are still students through
service learning."
Donna Herndon, a member
of the American Humanics
Advisory Board and several
other non-profit efforts, said the
program's importance should
never be taken for granted.
"It has been extremely helpful to our non-profit organizations and the community
because of the highly-motivated
interns that have worked with a
number of our organizations,"
she said.
Herndon said she remembers
how AH student Angie Miller
helped to bring most of MurrayCalloway County's non-profit
organizations,
community
action groups and churches
together to form CUBS
(Calloway United Benevolent
Services).
"We would never have got
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438th Military
Police Company
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during their
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for tonight
is' postponed
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S'alloway County Einergeiky
Management Director Bill Call
announced this morning that the
weather spotting class scheduled
for tonight (Monday) has been
postponed, due to possible inchgirdle weather expected around
the area.
Call reported the class has
been rescheduled for Feb. 18 at
6:30 p.m. at Murray State's
Industry & Technology Center.
The information on the class
is listed in Joy Datebook on
page 4.
National
The
Weather
Service has issued a winter
storm warning for north-ventral
Kentucky and parts of Indiana.
The weather service is forecasting snow between 4 p.m.
and midnight. with the precipita- Beyonce, left, and Tina Turner
tion changing over to sleet and Angeles
freezing rain Tuesday morning.
Snow accumulations are
expected to range from 2 to 5
inches. The Louisville area is
expected to see more than an By RYAN PEARSON
inch of snow, with portions of of AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP)
A
Indiana getting up to 5 inches.
Local weather forecasts from resoundingly retro Grammy
Paducah indicate Murray and Awards left its biggest winners
nearly speechless.
Calloway County should expect
On a night filled with nods to
a 100-percent chance of precipithe show's 50-year history, the
tation. including a possible thunmost trophies went to a 24-yearderstorm, tonight and tempera- old singer
known for her oldtures in the 30s.
soul voice, and the most soughtafter prize went to a veteran
jazzman's JoM Mitchell tribute
album.
Both Amy Winehouse and
NOTICE
Herbie Hancock were dumb• The
Dexter•Almo
struck by the honors, fumbling
Heights Water District will
for words and thank-you lists,
meet today at 6 p m at the
respectively.
district's office at 351 Almo
"I can't believe I've won five
Rd
awards,- Winehouse said. She
II To report a Town Crier
coyly sang "Rehab- and "You
item, call 753-1916
Know I'm No Good" via satellite link from London, then dedicated her record of the year trophy to her hometown, parents
and jailed husband. "my Blake.
From Front
my Blake incarcerated.Hancock. whose "River: The
campus improvement projects Joni Letters- won album of the
totaling $1.95 million ranging year, said after the show Sunday
from the new wellness center to night at the Staples Center that it
re-rooting College Courts was "immeasurable
how surBuilding 200. He also has had a prised
I
AM
pan in eight projects that are still
Presenter Quincy Jones
in the planning phase including
the construction of the new MA - seemed (..sen more excited for
the 11 -time Grammy winner.
cnce campus
"I've been able to accomplish throwing his hands wide after
Ilancock's
name.
a lot." he said "Would base reading
liked to have accomplished "Aaaahhh t'nbelies able. That's
more but I think its time to go" unbelievable. 111411.- Jones
Becky Watts, deputy to MSI„' exclaimed
Industry
obsers cr. had
President Dr Randy Dunn. said
Yr411.% position at Murray State expected either Witichouse's
is open and will remain so tor "Back in Black" or Kane
the time being
est'. "Graduation- to take the
"The president is going to prize There was speculation the
look at it and how hest to move Iwo may have split the vote of
forward Its under evaluation." younger. more pop-centric
she said
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perform at the 50th Annual Grammy Awards on Sunday in Los

National Academy. of Recording
Arts and Sciences voters, leaving the door open for Hancock.
That result left the typically
outspoken West in no mood to
share his thoughts. West won
four trophies, but after losing
out once again in the album of
the year category he'd made no
secret of coveting, he skipped
post-show interview rooms to
instead pose for photos with his
fiance and members of his
entourage.
"I'm good.- he said quietly,
in response to questions about
how he felt. It was a subdued
echo of the exuberant call on his
"Good Life.- which won for rap
song.
Vimehouse, who won five of
the six awards for which she
was nominated, perhaps best
embodied the evening's spirit of
joining the old with the new.
Her sound. cultivated on "Back
to Black- by producer of the
year winner Mark Ronson.
blends •50s flavors with modern
subject matter and hip-hop
influences.
Along those lines, show producers began the evening with
Alicia Keys singing "Learnin•
The Blues" alongside archival
footage of Frank Sinatra, a la
Natalie Cole's "Unforgettable"
duel with her deceased father in
1(492.
"Yeah. Frank.- Keys interjected during a Sinatra verse.
"Tell 'em."
Bey once was paired with
TULA Turner for a showy — and
leggy --- rendition of "Proud
Mary "Kid Rock joined up with
Keel Smith, a winner in the
very first Grammy% in 1958, for
"That Old Black Magic."

AP
Democratic presidential hopeful, Sen. Barack Obama, D-III.,
plays with Eric Hansen, 11 months, during a visit to Nicky's
Cruisin Diner in Bangor. Maine.

From Front
CUBS launched without her
help. She wasjust the workhorse
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Hancock and Chinese wunderkind Lang Lang did the dueling pianos thing for a compelling take on George
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in
Blue."
The Beatles were honored by
performers from two new interpretations of their music, the
Cirque du Soleil show "Love"
and Julie Taymor's film "Across
the Universe."
Memories dominated West's
performance of "Hey Mama," a
once-exuberant song from his
2005 album "Late Registration"
that he has transformed into a
somber tribute since his mother
Donda's sudden death last year.
"Last night I saw you in my
dreams. Now 1 can't wait to go
to sleep," he sang in the night's
most emotional performance.
Accepting the award for rap
album, West spoke to hiiinother: "1 appreciate everything and
1 know you are really proud of
me right now and 1 know you
wouldn't want me to stop and
you'd want me to be the No. I
artist in the world."
Veteran
rocker
Bruce
Springsteen took home three
Grammys, including best rock
song for "Radio Nowhere.Chaka Khan picked up two trophies, including one for best
R&B album for "Funk This."
Democratic presidential candidate Bar.ack Obama won an
award for spoken word album,
for the audio version of his
book."The Audacity of Hope.Presenter George Lopez took
note of the historic nature of the
Hillary Clinton and Obama candidacies, and will.i.am urged the
crowd to vote after a strange
freestyle billed as a "mash-up.-

Big weekend means big
momentum for Obama
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va.
(AP) — Barack Mama could
hardly have had a better weekend.
On Sunday he added the
Maine Democratic presidential
caucus to the three contests he
swept Saturday against rival
Hillary Rodham Clinton, giving
him momentum heading into
Tuesday's voting in three midAtlantic states.
For a cherry on t
a
Grammy award S
, ting
former president Bill Clinton
and others for "best spoken
word album," for the audio version of his book,-The Audacity
of Hope."
While everything seemed to
go Obanaa's way this weekend,
the Clinton campaign was
regrouping. Campaign manager
Patti Solis Doyle stepped down
a few hours before it was clear

that Obama had carried Maine,
where both candidates had
addressed crowds on Saturday.
Obama
also
in
won
Louisiana,
Nebraska
and
Washington on Saturday.
The Illinois senator exulted •
Sunday, telling a crowd of
18,000 in Virginia Beach, Va.,
-We have won on the Atlantic
coast, we have won on the Gulf •
coast, we have won on the
Pacific coast and we have won
between those coasts."
The Democratic nomination
is far from decided, with weeks
or months of campaigning still
'ahead.
Clinton, the New York senator and former first lady, is an •
experienced,
well-financed
campaigner certainly capable of
pulling off more surprise wins,
as she did Jan. 8 in New
Hampshire.
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that did so much to help us do
that," Herndon said.
MSU student Amber Roach,
who has been involved in AH
programs for four years. said she
has the program to thank for
giving her the experience she
needs to move from college into
the professional non-profit sector.
"I have been exposed to
many opportunities that would
not have been made available to
me without this program. The
American Humanics program
has taught me excellent leadership skills that I will be able to
apply to youth and human service organizations upon graduation." she said. "I completed the
requirements to earn the distinction of a service learning scholar. This will help to set me apart
from other candidates entering
into the working world. Upon
graduation In May, I plan to
explore job opportunities in the
non-profit sector."
Roach has been a "big sister"
with Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Calloway County and served as
president of the 2007 Bowl for
Kids Sake fundraiser. which
raised approximately $2.500.
"I was also awarded a $1,000
grant from Kentucky Campus

MA's FIELD, Ky. -- On Sunday, an inmate from the Graves
County Detention Center walked away from his work detail.
Jeremiah Johnson was last seen around 7:30 p.m. at Graves
County High School on a work detail. Johnson did not return to
the Graves County Jail when the detail concluded.
Johnson was being held at the detention center for a burglary
offense. He is possibly in the company of a Lon Wilson in a red
Dodge Neon.
Johnson is described as a white male. 30 years old,6-foot and
155 pounds with brown hair and brown eyes.
If someone has any information on the whereabouts of
Johnson, please contact the Kentucky State Police at 1-800-2225555.

Compact for BBBS. I. along
with other American Humanics
students, planned and implemented 'The Party' for the Main
Street Youth Center," she said.
"This is a program through the
American Red Cross in which
we facilitated discussions on
issues our young people face
such as sex, drugs, peer pressure. alcohol."
Roach also had an opportunity to write a grant proposal for
memorial funding for American
Legion Post 63 in Murray.
Just last week, the program
was awarded its seventh W.K.
Kellogg grant. The two-year.
575,0(1) grant will enhance the
"Health Matters for Students"
program on campus. which
includes distributing information on smoking. fitness, stress.
alcohol abuse and nutrition.
"We are grateful to the
Kellogg Foundation for supporting our work to expand the
Health Matters program far
beyond MSU,- said MSU
President Randy Dunn in a news
release."This IS a great example
of experts across the university
pooling their talents to create a
very important teaching and
learning tool. We take seriously
ow responsibility to raise stu-

dent awareness about health
issues so they can make
informed choices. We look forward to sharing these resources
with other schools through the
support of the Kellogg grant."
MSU's AH students, faculty and staff are also instrumental
in working with other community leaders in the development of
YMCA
programs, MSU's
Center for Service Learning and
Civic Engagement and the
Campus Connection Volunteer •
Center. Faculty members are
responsible for publishing the
first non-profit textbooks used
nationwide in AH systems and
enhancing other programs at
more than 70 other campuses.
Weis has served two terms as
the chairman of directors for AH
and is the first recipient of the
AH
National Award for
Excellence in Leadership.
"It has been a genuine blessing to lead a program that touch
es the lives of so many in s,
many ways." he said.
The program was founded at.
MSU
in
1983 by
Dr.'
Constantine Deno Curris. Dr. ;
Chad Stewart and Dr. Jim •
Booth.
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floward hicMINen
Howard McMillen, 84, Peggy Ann Drive, Murray, died
Sunday,
Feb. 10, 2008, at 11:15 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Bobby Gene Cochnnn
Bobby Gene Cochrurn, 83, Murray, died today, Monday, Feb. II.
2008, at 2 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. J.H. Churchill
Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

Pat 0. Coleman Sr.
Pat O. Coleman Sr., 82, North 19th Street, Murray, died Sunday.
Feb. 10, 2008, at 3:44 a.m. at his home. His death followed
an
e x tended illness.
A Marine veteran of World War 11, he was
employed by the former Murray Division of the
Tappan Company from 1947 to 1962 and then was
an international representative for the UAW from
1962 to 1990. A licensed realtor, he was a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray Lions Club
and Oaks Country Club.
He volunteered at Murray-Calloway County Hospital earning his
300-hour pin. A previous board member of the Murray Public
Transit, he was also a member of the 1942 New Concord High
School basketball team which was the first Concord team to go to
the state tournament.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Winston Oury Coleman
and Myrta Lee Strader Coleman; one sister, Annie Sue Byee; two
brothers, Charles Holmes Coleman and Robert Ted Coleman; two
brothers-in-law, Hafton Garner and Joe Bybee.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anna Lou Steely Coleman, to
whom he was married March 11, 1950, in Corinth, Miss.; one son.
Pat Oury Coleman Jr. and wife, Brenda, Columbia, Tenn.; two
daughters, Sharon Kelso and husband, Johnny, Murray, and Pamela
Kay Logue and husband, Bruce, Benton; one sister, Mary Alice
Gamer, two brothers-in-law, Walter Lee Steely and wife, Jane, and
Howard Steely and wife, Freda, all of Murray; five grandchildren,
Justin Kelso and wife, Kandi, Jody Kelso and wife, Laura, Sharma
Brewer and husband, Allen, Pat Oury Coleman III, and Morgan
Logue; three stepgrandchildren, John Robert Kelso and wife,
Bobbie, Crissy Greer and husband. Randy, and Tony Logue and
wife, Sara; 12 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry Evans will officiate.
Burial will follow in the New Concord Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 or Glendale
Road Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

Mrs. Leona Richerson
Mrs. Leona Richerson, 80, Murray, died Saturday, Feb. 9, 2008,
at 1:30 p.m. at her home.
She attended Union University and Murray State University. She
was a member of First Baptist Church and of the Pairs & Spares
Sunday School Class.
Born April 6, 1927, in Wayne County, Mich., she was the daughter of the late Samuel S. and Carrie Wilkerson Hogancamp. Also
preceding her in death were three brothers, Earl, Thomas, and her
twin brother, Leon Hogancamp.
Survivors include her husband, Rev. Buron L. Richerson, to
whom she was married Sept. IS. 1945; two daughters, Brenda Hart
and husband. Fred, RUA, and Pamela Gibbs and husband, Jim,
Lawrenceburg; one son, Roger Richerson, Lexington; one brother,
Wayne Hogancamp and wife, Lillian, Gardena, Calif.; two sistersin-law, Robbie Lassiter and husband, Charles, Ellijay, Ga.. and
Adele Richerson, Paducah; seven grandchildren, David Hart and
wife, Christy, Paul Hart and wife, Stacy, Christina Shetlander and
husband, Steve, Jennifer Braddock and husband, Corey, Melissa
Hardin and husband, Chad, and James and Valerie Gibbs; six greatgrandchildren, Charlie Wood, and Avery, Morgan. Spencer, Ian,
Addison Hart; one step great-grandchild. Mark Shelharner; 11
nieces and nephews including Wanda Walker and husband, Ronnie,
and Mason Billington and wife, Wilma.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. Rev. John Sheppard and Gene
Waggoner will officiate. Music will be by Joan Bowker.
Active pallbearers will be David and Paul Hart, James Gibbs,
Steve Shelhamer, Corey Braddock and Chad Hardin. Honorary
groups will be members of Pairs & Spares and Baraca Sunday
School Classes of First Baptist Church. Burial will follow in the
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. today
(Monday). Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhorne.com

Mrs. Laura Hell Had Bratton
Mrs. Laura Nell Hart Bretton, 83, died Wednesday, Feb. 6, 2008,
at Bortz Health Care, Rose City, Mich.
Born Jan. 2, 1925, in Murray. Ky., she was the daughter of the
late William L. and Maudie P. Key Hart.
She was married in Charleston. Mo., on Sept. 13, 1941 to James
C. Bretton, who preceded her in death. The couple lived in Detroit
and moved to Comins, Mich., in 1979 after her husband's retirement
from the City of Detroit Police Department. Also preceding her in
death were three brothers, Adolphus, Prince Albert (Bill) and
Mitchell Hart.
She attended Comins Mennonite Church and was a member of
Mbo Chapter #528 of 0.E.S., Wild Turkey Federation and Comins
Eagles Aeries #3544.
Survivors include two sons, William Floyd Bretton and wife,
AP
Suzanne, and James Ronald Bretton and wife, Paula; six grandchil- In this photo provided by the Department of
Defense, U.S.
dren, Jim, Tim. Shawn, Craig, Bill and Sarah; great-grandchildren; Army Gen. David Petraeus,
commanding general Multi
one sister, Maudell Hart Lassiter; three nephews, Donald P. Hart, National
Force Iraq, Secretary of Defense Robert M. Gates
Murray, Billy Joe Hart, New Baltimore, Mich., and Kim Lassiter,
and Iraqi National Security Advisor Dr. Al Rubai'e discuss
South Bend, Ind.
The funeral was Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Lashley Iraqi defense issues during an unannounced visit by Gates
Funeral Home, Mb, Mich. Pastor Marcel Lamb officiated. Burial after he left the 44th Munich Security Conference, Sunday, in .
was in the Fairview Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy. may he Baghdad.
made to the American Cancer Society.

James E. Duncan
A private graveside service for James E. Duncan was Saturday at
the McDaniel Cemetery, Almo, with Doug Knott officiating. Milner
& Orr Funeral Home of Paducah was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New
Pathways for Children, P.O. Box 10, Melber, KY
42069-0010 or Lone Oak Church of Christ, 2960
Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003.
Mr. Duncan, 82, Paducah, died Thursday, Feb. 7,
2008, at 5:43 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Retired from the electrical maintenance department of S.K.W.
plant at Calvert City, he was a Duke of Paducah, a member of Lone
Oak Church of Christ and a veteran of the United States Navy.
Preceding him in death were his first wife, Lucille Rhea Duncan,
his parents. Elvie E. and Nina Treva Hill Duncan, and one brother.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mattye Jo Ford Duncan; one
daughter, Elaine Haines, Wichita Falls, Texas; one son, Russell Lynn
Duncan, Santa Barbara, Calif.; two stepsons, Mike Collier,
Emmaus, Pa., and Mark Collier, Paducah; seven grandchildren; four
great-grandchildren.

Roy Scheider, best known
for role in 'Jaws,' dies at 75
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP)
— Roy Scheider, a two-time
Oscar nominee best known for
his role as a police chief in the
blockbuster movie "Jaws," died
Sunday. He was 75.
Schelde': - died
at the
University of Arkansas for
Medical Sciences hospital in
Little Rock, hospital spokesman
David Robinson said. The hospital did not release a cause of
death.
However, hospital spokeswoman Leslie Taylor said
Scheider had been treated for
multiple myeloma at the hospital's Myeloma Institute for
Research and Therapy for the
past two years.
He was nominated for a bestsupporting actor Oscar in
1971's
"The
French
Connection" in which he played
the police partner of Oscar winner Gene Hackman and for bestactor for 1979's "All That Jazz,"

the autobiographical Bob
Fosse
film.
However, he
was
best
known for his
role in Steven
Spielberg's
1975
film.
"Jaws,"
the
enduring clasSchaaider
sic about a
killer shark terrorizing beachgoers and well as millions of
moviegoers.
Widely hailed as the film that
launched the era of the
Hollywood blockbuster, it was
also the first movie to earn $100
million at the box office.
Scheider starred with Richard
Dreyfuss, who played an
oceanographer."He was a wonderful guy. He was what I call 'a
knockaroimd actor," Dreyfuss
told The Associated Press on
Sunday.

MCCH Blood Bank makes
appeal for 0-negative blood

MURRAY, KY — The Blood in good health and weigh at
Bank at Murray-Calloway least 110 pounds and pass the
The funeral for Oscar G. Turner will be today( Monday I at 1 p.m. County Hospital announced brief physical and health history
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. today that there is a shortage of exams given prior to donation.
The need for 0-negative
Glynn Orr will officiate and Oscar G. Turner Jr., his son, will pres- 0-negative blood. They are
asking area residents to stop by blood is critical. If you are
ent the eulogy. Music will be by Oneida White,
the Blood Bank or call to make unable to stop by the Blood
vocalist and pianist.
an appointment to give this Bank, the next Blood Drive in
Pallbearers will be Travis, Larry, and Lanny
the community will be on
Turner. Shane Knight. Mark McClure and Allen much-needed blood type.
The constant supply of blood Thursday. February 14 at First
Thorn. Entombment will be in the mausoleum at
provided locally to the MCCH Presbyterian Church in Murray,
Murray Memorial Gardens with military honors at the gardens.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online condolences may be Blood Bank gives the gift of life KY. The Blood Drive will be
to many people. It only takes from 10:00 am — 2:00 pm. To
made to www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer less than an hour to make a make an appointment to donate
blood donation. A blood donor blood or to find out where the
Society. Attn.: Pat Latimer. P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071.
must be at least 18 years of age next blood bank will be, call
Mr. Turner, 85, Murray. died Friday. Feb. 8. 2008, at 3:10 p.m. at
(or 17 with parental consent), be 270-762-1119.
Spring Creek Health Care Center.
An Army veteran of World War IL he had retired as a train operator at B.F. Goodrich, Calvert City. A member of the Free and
Accepted Masons, his hobbies were fishing and hunting.
He was married March 19, 1945 to the former Mary Emma Lane
who died Dec. 12, 1995. Born April 6. 1922. in Trigg County, he was
the son of the late Felix Grundy Turner and Elizabeth Gardner
Turner. Also preceding him in death were great-grandson. William
Andrew Knight. one sister, Azalene Cothran, and three brothers.
Arthur. Vance arid Joe Bob Turner.
Survivors include two sons, Oscar G. Turner Jr and wile. Carol.
and Donnie Turner and wife, Joan. all of Murray. three sisters.
Lorene Underhill and Louise Turner and husband, Clyde. all of
Murray, and Chnstine Minor, Florida. one brother, Jasper Turner.
Hobart. Ind.; three grandchildren, Daphne McClure and husband.
Mark, Monica Knight and husband. Shane, and Travis Turner and
wife, Rechelle; three great-grandchildren. Cadwell Turner. John
Morgan Knight and Delaney Rae McClure: several nieces and
nephews.

Oscar G. Turner
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Gates: U.S. may need
pause in Iraq troop
drawdown this summer

(AP) — Defense Secretary
Robert Gates this morning
endorsed, for the first time, the
idea of pausing the drawdown of
j U.S. forces from Iraq this summer.
"A brief period of consolidation and evaluation probably
does make sense," Gates told
reporters after meeting with
Gen. David Petraeus, the top
U.S. commander in Iraq.
Petraeus has indicated in recent
weeks that he wants a "period of
evaluation" this summer to
assess the impact on Iraq security of reducing the U.S. military
presence from 20 brigades to 15
brigades.
Of that five-brigade reduction, only one has departed thus
far. The last of the five is to be
gone by the end of My.
In his remarks at this U.S.
base in southern Baghdad, Gates
said Petraeus had given him his
view on the drawdown, which
some fear could result in giving
up some of the security gains of
recent months.
In endorsing Petraeus' suggestion of pausing after July,
Gates made it clear that
President Bush would have the
final say. Until now it had been
unclear how Gates felt about the
idea of a pause; he had said publicly a number of times that he
hoped conditions in Iraq would
permit a continuation of the
drawdown in the second half of
the year.
In his remarks here, Gates
indicated that he had begun
some time ago to lean in
Petraeus' direction.
"In my own thinking I had
been kind of headed in that
direction as well," Gates said.
"But one of the keys is how long
is that period (of pause and evaluation) and then what happens
after that."
Although Petraeus and other
senior commanders in Iraq had
been suggesting the possibility
of a pause in the drawdown, the
idea runs counter to those in the
military — particularly in the
Army and Marine Corps — who
worry that strains on troops from
long and multiple combat tours

13

will grow worse unless thc
drawdown continues after July...
Meantime, police and hospi-,
tal officials said that twin cat
bombs struck near the compound of one of Iraq's most.
powerful Shiite politicians,
killing at least six civilians and
wounding 20. A dense cloud cil
black smoke rose over the'
offices of Abdul-Aziz al-Hakim,
the leader of the country's
largest Shiite party, the Supreme:
Islamic Iraqi Council, or
More than dozen cars were.
destroyed in a blackened area,
and a brick building was blown
apart.
The Gates traveling party was
not affected. In a ceremony ear,
her at Camp Victory, the secre.tary presented Lt. Gen. Ray.,
Odierno, the No. 2 commander..
in Iraq, with a Defense'
Distinguished Service Medal felt
his accomplishments in Iraq'''.
Gates said that Odierno, wor
ing under Petraeus, "combined'
classic counterinsurgency with
approaches that broke new
ground in the history of war-fare."
Gates recalled that when'.
Odierno took command in'
December 2006, conditions in
Iraq were described by some as e,
civil war.
"Those early months were,.
tough times," Gates
"Casualties were high. There
were questions in the United
States and around the world*
whether this new strategy — or'
any strategy, for that matter —;,
would be able to make a real difference. What a difference you
made, and ankh more — alQaida routed, insurgents coopted, levels of violence of all
kinds dramatically reduced."
Still, Gates Said, —The situation in Iraq continues to remain
fragile."
Odierno is departing after 15
months in charge of the headquarters that carries out
Petraeus' strategy on a day-today basis. Odierno is returning
to Washington and has been
nominated by Bush for promotion to four-star rank and assignment as Army vice chief of staff,
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COMMUNITY
Basic Weather Spotting
Class will be held tonight

AMVETS Auxiliary sends
valentines to service men
BUCHANAN. Tenn. —
Valentines were the emphasis
of the month in January for
AMVETS Auxiliary 45. Members made or wrote hundreds
of Valentines that were sent
to Iraq surrounded by pounds
of hard candy. Cheryl Lutz.
chair spearheaded this Amencanism project.
President Kathy Suffern
opened the meeting and read
several pieces of correspondence from soldiers in appreciation for mail and goodies.
She announced that Kristie Frye
has been appointed as Tennessee
1.kpnment Amencanism Officer, by Dept. President Wincie Wright, after that office
was vacated by a resignation.
Jan Wall. representative of
the Henry County Veterans
Council, gave a report on the
plans underway by the council, which included a special
event in May still in planning
stages to benefit the Veterans
services in the county. Preliminary plans determined that
the groups annual Fun Run on
Memorial Day this year will
be hosted by VFW 1889.
As child welfare officer.
Doal also reported that she had
delivered a huge box of school

supplies to the Family Resource
Center in Paris filled with all
types of items that many children are in need of, and that
a like box went to the Murray. Ky. school system.
Commander Mike Leach
addressed the group, commenting on the recent Auxiliary
Appreciation Day held Jan 19,
indicating that he had heard
many positive remarks, and
that he was glad it went over
so well.
Nancy Byford, Scholarship
chair, announced that Feb. 9
is the annual Valentine's Day
Prime Rib dinner with all the
trimmings. Proceeds will benefit the scholarship program
this year.
Community service. Kfistie
Frye gave us a recap on the
Sock Hop planned for March
15.
The BBQ dinner held for
Komen Breast CanSusan
cer Foundation and St Jude's
was a resounding success raising almost $1,200 to be divided between the two organizations.
If you like wild game. then
Feb 29 is the date to he at
AMVETS for a rare treat.

A Bask Weather Spotting Class will be
tonight beginning at 6:30 in room 146 of
the Collins Industry & Technology Center at Murray State University.
The class will be taught by Christine
Wielgos of the National Weather Service
in Paducah. !Mere is no charge and reservations are not necessary. For more information call Bill Call a 293-0068.

lo's
Datebook

A financial aid workshop will be Tuesday
p.m. in the media center at Calloway
6:15
at
By Jo Buikeen
County High School. Federal aid will be disCommunity
cussed and the FAFSA will be the principal
Editor
topic. All seniors and their parents are urged
to attend. Refreshments will be provided.

Photo provided

John Dale, nght, was speaker at a recent meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club Pictured nght is
Sally DuFord, department chairman

Dale presents program
for Delta Department
Bro. John Dale, minister of
Glendale Road Church of
Christ, presented a program on
"Coping with Conflict" at the
January meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held at the club
house.
Key points included in Dale's
program were as follows: Causes and Descnptions of Conflict: Techniques for Resolving Conflict: and Seven Official Rules for a Good, Clean
Fight" by Charlie W. Shedd.

Youth registration scheduled

Youth Sports Association will have T-Ball. Baseball and
Softball registration March 6 from 4 to 7 p.m., March 7 from
4 to 9 p.m. and March 8 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Trophy
Case. These note the corrected dates from those published Saturday.

Sally DuFord, chairman of
the department. said "The program provided some very useful information about a very
important and serious topic in
a light-hearted, humorous
enjoyable manner."
The department will meet
Wednesday at I p.m. at the
club house. Pat Harrington, governor-elect of the First District
of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs, will present the
program on "Body Recall."

Homemakers plan promotion

Ellis Center Homemakers will be cooking a lunch of white
beans, corn bread, slaw, onion, pickle, dessert, coffee, tea or
lemonade on Wednesday from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Ellis
Center, 630 Ellis Dr., Murray. The public is invited, but there
will be a fee.

Dexter meeting canceled

St

Scouting Breakfast Tuesday

ga
ga
tit

Dexter town meeting for Tuesday at the Dexter Community Center has been canceled.

nnounceinenis

Sorority plans fundraiser
for Red Cross chapter

Erin Jade Mangrum
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Anastacio Leon Solis and MabelAnn Came Duffy of Murray are the parents of a daughter, Jesenia Anay Solis, born on
Friday, Feb. I. 2008. at 9:01 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 14 ounces and measured 19
1/2 inches.
Grandparents are Debra Wyatt, New Concord, Luz Manna
Solis. Pueblo. Mexico. and Amor Duffy and Charles Sherrill,
both of Mayfield.

Ileum &me Reese Jenkins
P013 • 7:10 - 9:35

The Bucket List
P013- 7:05 - 9:20

Book Your Couples Ma4.4age Today!
For Your Valentine'd Day Treat!

27 Dresses
P013- 7:20 - 9:45
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Fool's Gold

Murray-Calloway County Friends of Scouting will host a
support breakfast on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray Ban- •
quet Center, in the Bel-Air Shopping Center, 926 South 12th
St., Murray. Billy Kennedy, head men's basketball coach at
Murray State University, will be the special guest, according
to Dr. David Roos, chairman.

Murray Singles will meet

Kennedy Layne Crouse

es all twautitled

Murray Singles (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 753-9127.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 pm. at First United Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door,
located near the playground. The only requirement is that therebe a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday

The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. This
will be at half price for the month of February. Funds from
the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Group will meet

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 pm. For information call
Johna at 227-9521.

TOPS Chapter will meet

Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church, Ill North Fifth St.. Murray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
753-9080 or 227-4625.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet

Murray Star Chapter 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. for a meal and at 7:30 for the
meeting at the lodge hall.

Republicans will meet tonight

Callow6 County Republicans will meet tonight at 7 in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. The Purchase Area Lincoln Day Dinner to be held March 1 at Murray State University will be the main topic on the agenda. All
Republicans are urged to attend.

North Council will meet
North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 3:30 at the school. Also the District Council will meet Monday at 5 p.m. at the board office.

Hargrove will be speaker
Bob Hargrove. executive vice president of the Murray Bank,
will be the guest speaker at the meeting of the Murray Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals
(IAAP) Tuesday at 5 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. All area office professionals and interested persons are invited. For more information call Laura Dziekonski at 809-4816.

Farmers' Market meeting tonight
The Farmers' Market of Murray-Calloway County will have
an informational meeting for interested producers tonight at 7
at the Calloway County Farm Bureau Office.

PG13 - 6:55 - 9:25

Calloway District Council to meet
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Calloway County School District Site Based Decision Making Councils will meet jointly today at 5 in the office meeting room of Calloway County Board of Education. All interested persons are invited.
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Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet tonight at 6
at the office at 351 Almo Rd., Almo.

Mr. and Mrs. Justin Crouse
at Murray are the parents ot
a daughter. Kennedy Layne
Crouse. torn on Tuesday, Dee.
4, 2007. at 9:09 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
Photo provided
19 1/2
CHECK PRESENTATION: Shawn Johnson. left, secretary Of 6 ounces and measured
mother is the forThe
inches.
a
presents
Murray.
of
827
Lodge
World
the
Woodmen of
mer Knstin Suiter.
check to Lon Brown director of Purchase Area Sexual Assault
Grandparents are Larry and
Center in Paducah
Susan Sutter and Jimmy and
Angie l'rouse, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Gearl
and Jeanette Sinter. Harry and
Sue Allison, Jim White, Mane
Allbnuen. Jim Moody. Roger
Crouse, and the late Linda
The ladies of Murray State's IN'nations are welcome and White, Ruby Moody and James
Kennedy Layne Crouse
Alpha Delta Pa will hoe essential to continue local sers - Futrell.
ices the Red Cross chapter probabysitters available on Thurs
day front 5 to 10 p.m. as pan sides
Alpha Delta Pi is one of
of the sorority's fund-raising
Mr and Mrs Jason Mangrum of Puryear. Tenn., are the
seseral teams raising money
Olin
efforts for the Calloway
of a daughter, Erin Jade Mangrum, born on Saturday.
parents
camty chapter of the American Red for the local HEROES
Feb. 2. 2008. at Jackson-Madison County Hospital, Jackson.
fund-raising
annual
.m
paign.
Cross.
The babysitters will %mai Mort for Red Cross All the Tenn.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 4 ounces and measured 19
kids of any ages so parents proceeds stay in thc Calloway
inches. The mother is the former Jennifer Garver.
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Paternal grandparents are Keith and Beth Mangrum of Puryear
health and safety education as
maternal grandparents are Bruce Garver and Rebecca Cochrane.
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well as emergency aid followboth of Ness Smyrna Beach. Ha.
ing tires and other disasters
Paternal great-grandparents are Willie Vinson of Puryear.
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Workshop will be Tuesday

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT SUN. ONLY
PG13 - 7:25 - 9.40

Untraceable
R- 735
Meet The Spartans

Murray Band Boosters will meet
Murray Band Boosters will meet tonight at 7 in the high
school band room.
Cal(270) 767-07E0 to make your appordment Soda,

P013 - 9:50

Rambo
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Laker Band Supper/Auction today
rhe annual Laker Band Chili Supper/Auction will be today
with the chili supper/auction to begin at 4:30 pm. and run
thrisugh 6:30 p.m. just before the basketball game tip off. Tickets may be purchased at the door.
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PREP HOOPS

Eyes looking toward bigger prize in Backyard Brawl
MURRAY/CALLOWAY
CO. DUKE IT OUT FOR
No.2 SEED IN
DISTRICT TOURNEY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
When Murray and Calloway County meet tonight at Jeffrey Gymnasium,
they'll do so with an eye toward a
much bigger matchup looming in two
weeks.
Sure, bragging rights are on the line

in tonight's 7:30 p.m. matchup. Murray could earn itself a regular-season
sweep of the Lakers after dropping 11
straight prior to this year. Calloway wants
to make sure that doesn't happen, especially on its home floor.
There's also district seeding to play
for, but that's only a formality. Mark
it down, set it in stone — Murray and
Calloway will meet in the first round
of the Fourth District Tournament on
Feb. 25, regardless of the outcome of
tonight's matchup.
Marshall County's victory at Murray Friday night clinched the No. 1

district seed outright for the Marshals,
leaving the Tigers and Lakers to batMurray at Calloway County
tle for second and third. If Murray
: 7 30 pm
wins tonight, the Tigers will be secpros: MHS IS-6(22). CCHS 13-10 (2-3)
ond. If Calloway wins, a coin toss will
•: MHS has son one
Meeting: The Yes won 49-32 at Murray on
determine seeding. Not that it matters
11
anyway — who is listed as the home
. WI
-IBS 1340 AM, VSAAJ 89 7 FM
team on the scoreboard at Marshall's
lammaers: MHS Coie Hurt (126 ppg 5 0 rPc1)
Volp (10.9 ppg, 57 rpg) CCHS George
Reed-Conder Gymnasium is all that's
(185 ppg, 88 rpg). Tyrrea Wigs 111 6 ppg
up for grabs.
"I think it changes the dynamics of
Deed Fields(MHS), Brum Lane(CCHS)
it for both teams," said Murray head
coach David Fields, whose Tigers would "It'll change a few things tor us, but
be playing for the No. I seed tonight, not the desire to win. We still want
had they beaten Marshall on Friday. to win no matter what."
•See BRAWL,6

TWO

Fork in
the road
MSU SPLITS
ON "DEATH
VALLEY" TRIP
Staff Report
The Murray State Racers
gained a split of their twogame road trip Saturday when
they scored a 64-52 win at
Morehead State at Johnson
Arena. The Racers improved
to 15-9 overall and strengthened their hold on second place
in the Ohio Valley Conference
at 11-5.
With the Racers trailing 106 early in the game. they put
together an impressive 19-2
run. Bruce Carter and Tyler Holloway each had three-pointers.
while Ray George added a steal
and easy dunk. The MSU lead
was 25-12 with 4:58 left in
the half on a free throw from
Marvin Williams.
The half ended with Carter
breaking the Morehead State
press and scoring in the paint
at the buzzer for a 31-21 Racer
lead at half time.
MSU shot 50 percent from
the field (10-20), while the
Eagles shot 27 percent (8-29a
Carter and Holloway combined to make eight of MSU's
10 field goals in the first half.
In the second half, the Racers again pushed their lead to
12 points on a rebound and score
by Danero Thomas.
•See RACERS,6
9
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3 Lakers
off to
State
TIBALDI, SCHOPPE
SCARBROUGH ALL
QUALIFY FOR
FRANKFORT

JOE RAYMOND

/ AP
Pittsburgh center Marcedes Walker, right, grabs a rebound away from
Notre Dame forward Becca Bruszewski
during the second half Sunday in South Bend, Ind. Pittsburgh wore pink
jerseys as part of the Women's Basketball Coaches Association's "Think Pink" drive to raise awareness for the
fight against breast cancer.

Racer
"7h1- '14- 93.nA."ellorilaAes cenfer sfaye fir's ivee.
women
THIS IS THE FIRST IN A SERIES
OF STORIES THIS WEEK THAT
run off to FOCUS
ON BREAST CANCER IN
THE MURR.,111CALLOWAY
quick start
COUNTY COMMUNITY
19-0 START TO CAMP,
HOLDS OFF EAGLES
IN THE END
Staff Report
The Murray State women's
basketball team scored the first
19 points of the game in the
first 5-1/2 minutes, but still had
to hold on down the stretch.
fending off a late rally by homestanding Morehead State to eke
out the 56-52 win. The win was
the 10th OVC victory for the
Racers this season.
Murray State (16-7. 10-5
()VC) made seven of its first
II shots from the field — including the last five in a row —
in the opening 5:29. holding
host Morehead State (7-16, 59 OVC)to 0-for-8 shooting front
the floor over that time. Eagle
head coach Mike Bradbury called
three timeouts during the stretch.
all within a 48-second time pen
od from 16:55 to 16:07 in the
first half.
Alairia Lee opened the run
with a jumpshot. and neither team
scored for the next 221 until
Ashley Hayes launched a three
pointer, then hit a layup Amber
Guffey landed a three. then Hayes
hit a jumper. Petty hit a trey
and Hayes made a jumpshot
before Angela Brown closed the
run with two free throws with
14:31 left in the first half.
•See MU,6

MISTY HAYS / Special to the
Ledger

Senior grappler Brandon '
Tibaldi is one of three Calloway County wrestlers
headed to the state meet
this weekend in Frankfort.
Tibaldi placed fourth in the.
119-pound class at the First
Region Tournament Satur-•
day at CCHS.

MINK PINK

RACER HOOPS

PREP WRESTLING

Murray State Director of Sales and
Broadcasting Josh Perigo said that during two timeouts, one during the women's
game and one during the men's game,
the school will recognize breast cancer
survivors in Calloway County. An estimated 11;)(1 are expected to be in attendance.
By MICHAEL DAMN
A Murray group named 8th Wonders
Sports Editor
will be taking donations at various times
Murray State University is just one during the game. The university will
of 350 schools this week in promoting then count up the donations and presthe "Think Pink- initiative to raise aware- ent a check to the 8th Wonders group
ness for breast cancer throjighout the sport, to support their Relay for Life efforts
on campuses and in--e6mmunities.
to support breast cancer research through
Last season, the first for the initia- the American Cancer Society.
tive, more than 120 schools unified for
The university will also recognize
this effort to help make the first year Matthew Wiggins who has been instrufor "Think Pink" a success.
mental in exercise and cancer recovery
"Think Pink" Week started Friday for patients in Calloway County.
and runs through Saturday.
An education exhibit on Concourse
Murray State will play Eastern Illi- D at the Regional Special Events Cennois on Saturday in a game aptly named ter will have booths set up by Murray/Cal"Think Pink Night."
loway County Hospital, as well as, Lourdes and Western Baptist Hospital.

Also setting up exhibits will be Doctor Matthew Price. The OBGYN Primary Care, the Calloway County Hospice Care, Murray State's Colleges
Against Cancer, Relay for Life, The
American Cancer Society. Murray State
Health Services and the Breast Cervical
Cancer Coalition.
"The exhibits will mainly be on education about early detection, risk factors, where to go to get help, how to
get help and different types of treatment." Perigo said.
Racer fans are encouraged to wear
pink. Fans who do not have tickets, but
do wear pink, can get a ticket for $2.50.
The school will also hand out pink rally
towels.
"I'm excited about what they're doing
for the breast cancer awareness game,"
said head coach Jody Adams. "I hope
it will be a great turnout, not just
because we're playing, but there will be
a lot of information. It's a great community thing."

Colorful Fashion Statement
RUTGERS TO WEAR PINK IN REMATCH WTIH TENNESSEE TONIGHT

By DOUG FEINBERG
AP Sports Writer
Rutgers will unveil pink
uniforms tonight for its
rematch with Tennessee in
honor of the second annual
"Think Pink" campaign by the
Women's Basketball Coaches
Association.
The Scarlet Knights are
just one of the more than 850
women's basketball teams at
the college, high school and
AAU level supporting the Feb.

8-17 national effort to raise
breast cancer awareness. The
teams will be decked out in
pink uniforms, shoelaces,
warmups, shoes. Coaches will
wear pink as well.
"In late September when
Nike first approached us about
wearing pink uniforms for the
game at Tennessee. I asked
the girls to vote on it as a
team. They all wholeheartedly agreed." said Rutgers coach
C. Vivian Stringer, who is a

breast cancer survivor.
Rutgers star Essence Carson has also been effected by
cancer as her mother, Stacey
Robinson, was afflicted by
the disease last winter,
LSU. Georgia and N.C.
State are among the other
schools that will be wearing
pink uniforms.
NC State coach Kay Yow,
who is going through her third
bout with breast cancer, served
as the catalyst for launching

the "Think Pink' initiative. In
only its second year, the program has grown from 120
teams. Not only are women's
teams involved. Fifteen men's
programs are also lending their
support.
"It's miraculous how a
woman like Kay Yow could
galvanize close to 900 teams
from all different levels for
one cause." said Beth Bass,
chief executive of the coaches association.

Staff Report
Three Calloway County:
wrestlers qualified for state:,
by finishing in the top four::
in their respective weight 1
classes at the First Region I
Tournament, held Saturdayl
at Calloway's Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Seniors Brandon Tibaldi::
and Ryan Schoppe will make'
a return trip to the Frank-,
fort Convention Complex this
weekend and fellow senior'
Levi Scarbrough will join'
them.
Tibaldi placed fourth in
the 119-pound weight class,:
Schoppe placed fourth in the
I52-pound class and Scarbrough placed fourth in the:
189-pound class.
Matt Fry and Wesley Potts
both finished fifth in their
weight classes, making them
first alternates for the state
meet. Fry wrestled out of
the 171-pound class and Potts.
wrestled out of the 285-pound
class.
Three wrestlers is the highest number of grapplers Calloway has ever sent to state..
"We've had a good season," head coach Dickie Walls"
said. "They have worked hard
and the seniors really stepped
up this year. We're excited
about going to state and ready
to reload for next year."

Bonds
approved for
minor league
park in
Bowling
Green
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP) — A south-central Kentucky county has approved $25
million in bonds that include
funds for a 4,000 seat minor
league baseball stadium scheduled to open by April I, 2009.
The Warren County Down- .
town Economic Development
Authority last week also
approved a lease with DLR
Sports, the company through'
which investor Art Solomon
agreed to buy a team to play
in Bowling Green for at least
20 years.
Local investors would have
first option to buy the team
before it could be moved at
the end of the lease.
The lease specifies that the
park must be ready for play
by a team in the 16-team
South Atlantic League. The
lease also specifies that all
elements of the ballpark project can't cost more than $23
million.
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SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
KFIleturray.com
stuort_ale•onder ketbins.com

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Winners of the 2008 Knights of Columbus Council #6897 tree throw competition are pictured with their parents Front row, left to right Bethany Armstrong. Chelsey Delaney, Haley Armstrong, Knights of Columbus representative Don Brittain, John Lollar, Andre Phillips and Koby Springer Each of these winners advance to District competition on Feb 24 at Fancy Farm

COLIMA,
BASKETBALL
ROUNIA

NASCAR

Johnson wins second Daytona 500
Survival pole as Hendrick team rolls on
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (API — Another the goal is to keep ratcheting up the compeday, another Hendrick Motorsports car on top. tition on the team, particularly with the addiFirst, it was Dale Earnhardt Jr. showing the tion of Earnhardt.
"I feel that the way we all have meshed
world Saturday night he was back on track
with a dominating victory in a 70-lap exhibi- together with the addition of the 88 car and
all the people and everybody involved, that
tion race.
.
Thep, leas than 24 hours laic. r,eigning we're further ahead than where we were at
NASCAR champion Jimmie Johnson added the end of last year," Johnson said. "And I'm
IN)UBLL
another notch to the Hendrick belt when he very excited about the year to come for all of
won the pole for next_ Sunday's Daytona 500. us,.
f3y The Associated Press
Michael Waltrip, disgraced last year at Day"It's 'always neat to get down here and get
: Third-ranked North Caroli- a win, but the pole is something the guys tona when his then-new team was caught in
na needed a gritty comeback work for all winter long," said' team owner the post-qualifying inspection using an illegal
o keep its amating string Rick Hendrick, who also has four-time Cup cham- fuel additive in his Toyota, also had a great
litrainst Clemson intact. No. a pion Jeff Gordon and Casey Mears in his pow- run Sunday,. taking the outside pole.
1.1CLA never could put togeth- erful lineup.
Only the top two qualifiers locked in startw such a run against Washtr
Johnson, who won his second straight senes ing positions for the 500.
lnitton.
For Johnson, Sunday's post-qualifying press
title last year in a tough battle with Gordon.
bier Hansbrough stored I ; welcomes the addition of Eamhardt to the Hen- conference was just one of numerous positive
$4 his 39 points in the ta() drick stable and said nvalry within a team can moments he has had at racetracks over the
past few years. On the other hand, two-time
'Overtime periods to help the he a powerful weapon.
"I think we've really used the rivalry between Daytona winner Waltrip vividly recalled the
:l'ar Heels rally from a 15
:point deficit and heat Clem - the cars in a positive way." Johnson said. sad, emotional moments when he faced the
discov:km 103-93. keeping North Car- "When we're outrun by one of our teammates. media a year ago after his team was
:blind perfect in 53 games against we know what they have versus what we have. ered cheating anti how he struggled throughSo we're able to bring our car to that spot out the season, at one point failing to qualify
ihe Tigers in Chapel Hill.
and try to beat them. And then they now and for 10 straight races.
In Seattle. Justin lknttttttfl.
"I'm still very emotional, but for obviousthe progression starts.
lienched in favor of a fresh"I really think last year we saw it in the ly very drastically different reasons," Waltrip
loan for most of the season. Chase more than anything. The notebooks were said. "Now I'm in here a year later and I'm
iicored 20 points to lead pre- open, we were all honest and true about where the opposite: I'm happy. I still want to cry,
iriously wayward Washington are cars were, whirl' we were doing. and we but I'm happy.
Lo a 71-61 upset of the Bru"We've survived and we've 'been able to
brought the best out of each other and I feel
ins.
took HMS to a new level and a higher level." get our foundations steadied up. During the
Wayne Filing Ulu ahkd 27(
Johnson. trying to match Cale l'arborough's time when we were getting our business squared
points tor the La Heels 122
record three straight series championships. said away, our cars were getting better."
1.1. 7-2 ACC,. who set an !St'AA
record for the longest home will
ning streak against one
tient the prey boas retool was From Page 5
With the setae% shifting lake52. act by Princeton against
Fields' Tigers may want to side, Calloway head coach
Lade1n at
Brown from 1929-201Q.
win. but perhaps not at all
Bruce Lane knows his team
Lady Labors
tourdistnct
costs. The looming
needs to stake a claim to the
When:6 p m
nament matchup may cause both boards, or face a long night
Records: MI-1S 12-9 (0-5). CCHS 19-5
is-c)
torches to draw out a _conser- in the fnendly confines.
Streak: CCHS has won seven
sative gameplan for what has
"Until that game, we hadLast Meating: The Lady Liken won
become a matinee to the main n't been outrehounded and they
73-35 at Murray on Jan It
es ent.
Radio: WNBS 1340 AM WAAJ 897
punished us on the hoards."
FM
"I think both coaches will he said. -That's their game
Stal Leaders. MHS Haley Armstrong
poibahly proceed with cauto
plan. to get a lot of second
157 ppg) Leah Dieleman (11 1 PPM
Fields said. "We'll both want shots and control the offensive
CCHS Rachel maims (15 7 pisa
Kayla Cunningham (12 7 peg)
to win it, but we're not going hoards and they did a great
Coaches: Rochelle Turner (MHS)
to show any new wrinkles or lob ol doing that. We need to
Scott Swords (CCHSI
anything like that for fear of try to at least be even, if not
tipping off what may happen outrebound them."
Feet 5-0 mark heading into the
in the final game.
Murray should be back at final district contest of the sea"If there's something you're lull strength after battling the son for both squads.
holding on to, you might use flu last week. Had the Tigers
With an improved Commua little wisdom and not Irs ii"
played their Tuesday night game nity Christian squad locked in
For the Laker., asoiding at Livingston Central (canceled at third place, Murray has been
GERRY BROOM[ AP what would be the first sea- due to weather), they would relegated to the cellar with an
Clemson's Cliff Hammonds son sweep from their CrOssloWn base done so without four 0-5 district mark, setting up
— you guessed it — a Mur(25) shoots over North Car- mid% since 20(10-01 is pnon- starters.
ty No. I. In the team's first
Par ter the aurae
ray-Calloway County matchup
olina's Quentin Thomas durmatchup this season. Murray
Tonight's first game is no in the first round of the dising in second hatf Sunday
dominated the boards and held more meaningful district-wise trict tournament on the girls'
• in Chapel Hall. N.C. North Calloway to just 32 points en
than the second game. Cal- side as well. •
Carolina won 103-93 in dou- route to a 49-32 decision at loway County has the Fourth
The goal for tonight's game,
ble overtime.
Tier Gs frinasium
Draw wrapped up with a per- says Murray head coach
Rechellc Turner — is improvement. The Lady Tigers had
open looks against Calloway
early on in January, but couldn't convert.
"Going back and watching
that film, we just didn't take
advantage of the opportunities
we had." Turner said of her
team's 73-35 loss earlier this
season. "When you're playing
teams like that, you have to
be playing your very, very best
to even be competitive with
StIOWS O_NE LOW ADMISSION PRICE!
the kind of team they have
this )ear"
ADMISSION;
For the Lady Lakers, a good
WOO
Adulh
showing tonight is paramount
$2.50
(hildren(6-12)
...
to keeping the rush of momenSUE
Children fUnder 6)
tum Calloway has going after
winning its last three and 12
400 South Highland • Jackson, TN 36301
3:00 pm - 9:00 pm
of its last 13.
Thursclas
pm - 9700 pm
Se
"As a coaching staff, we
Friday
try to 'morose on things we
9700 am - 9:00 pm
Saturday
didn•t do well in each indi12:00 pm - 6:00 pm
Sunday
Yidual game, and we'll do that
tor Murra.- Lady Laker head
said. "We
coach S,ott
want to peak at the nght time
and we feel like we're doing
that right now --

Skills

UNC 0E-H ASP;
CLEMSON IN
(11.

Top 25 Fared
Sunday
1 Memphis (23-0) did not play Next
vs Houston, Wednesday
2 Duke (21-1) did not play Next vs
Maryland. Wednesday
3 North CarOletili (22-2) beat Clemson
103-93. 20T Next at Virginia Tuesday
4 Kansas (23-1) did not play Next at
No 12 Texas. Monday
5 UCLA (21-3) lost to Washington 7161 Next at Southern Cal. Sunday
6 Georgetown 1 19-31 Old not Play
Next vs Villanova. Monday
7 Tennessee (21-2) did not play Next
vs Arkansas. Wednesday
8 Wisconsin 119-4) did riot play Next
at No 14 Indiana Wednesday
9 Stanford (20-3) did not play Next at
Arizona State Thursday
10 Butler 121-2) did not play Next at
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Tuesday
11 Michigan State (20-31 did 008 Play
Next at No 24 Purdue. Tuesday
12 Texas 119-41 did not play Next vs
No 4 Kansas Monday
13 Xavier (20-4) beat Saint Joseph's
76-72 Next at Charlotte. Wednesday
14 indiaria (20-3) beat Ohio State 5953 Neal vs No 8 Wisconsin
Wednesday
15 Drake (22-1) did not play Next at
Southern Illinois Wednesday
16 Marquette )16-6) did not play Next
at Solon Hall Tuesday
17 Washington $11ite (18-5) did not
play Next at Oregon State Thursday
18 Texas MM (20-4) did not play
Next vs Oklahoma State. Saturday
19 Connecticut 118-51 did not play
Next vs No 22 Notre Dame
Wednesday
20 Kansas State (17-51 din not Play
Next at Texas Tech, Wednesday
21 Pittsburgh 118-5) did not play Next
vs Providence Tuesday
22 Notre Dame (18-4) did not play
Next at No 19 Connecticut
Wednesday
23 Vanderbilt (20-4) did not play Next
vs Kentucky. Tuesday
24 Purdue (19-5) did not play Next vs
No 11 Michigan State Tuesday
25 Saint Mary s Calif (20-3) did not
play Next at Santa Clara Monday

This Week's Women a Top 25 Fared
By The Aawociated Press
No 1 ConnecOcul (221) bet to No 7
Rutgers 73-71, beat SoKon Hall 82-36
No 2 Tennenee (21-1) beal
Mississippi Stale 87-69
No 3 North Carolina (22-2) beet No 11
Duke 93-76. beef Clemson 79-47 beat
Georgia Tech 75-61
No 4 Maryland (25-2) beat Virginia
Tech 74-71, OT. beat Virginia 86-80
No 5 Baylor (21-2) last to No 17
Oldahoma State 77-87. beat Texas
Tech 68-45
No 6 Stanford (22-3) beat Santa Clara
96-74. beat Oregon 72-43. beat Oregon
State 69-59
No 7 Rutgers (19-3) beat No 1
Connecticut 73-71
No 8 LSU (20-3) beat Alabama 89-53.
beat No 24 Georgia 63-57
No 9 California (21-3) beat Oregon
Stale 56-45. beat Oregon 53-34
No 10 Oklahoma (17-4) beat MISSOun
64-57 beat Colorado 82-66
No 11 Duke 118-6) lost to No 3 North
Carolina 93-76, beat Boston College
51-41. beat Wake Forest 71-36
No 12 West Virgtnia 119-3) beat
Providence 63-30
No 13 Old Dominion (20-3) beat
George Mason 71-61 beat William &
Mary 83-68
No 14 George Washington (19-41 beat
Riduriond 78-51
No 15 Presburgh (18-5) beat Salon
HaM 64-44 lost to No 16 Notre Dame
81-66
'So 16 Notre Dame 118-5) beat No 15
Pittsburgh 81-66
No 17 Oklahoma State (19-3) beat No
5 Baylor 77-67. beat Nebraska 92-81
No 18 Kansas State (16-6) beat
Kansas 64-58
No 19 Ohio State (18-6) lost to Purdue
68-67. beat Wisconsin 80-77
No 20 Utah (20-3) beat UNLV 81-53
beat Air Force 71-52.
No 21 Texas A&M (17-6) beat Texas
66-57
No. 22 Wyoming (19-3) beat New
Mexico 70-55
No 23 Syracuse (18-4) beat Marquette
70-67
No 24 Georgia (17-7) beat Arkansas
72-58, lost to No 8 LSU 63-57
NO. 25 DePaul (16-7) IOW to South
Ronda 78-73, lost to Louisville 79-68

•Racers

•Brawl
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From Page 5
After Morehead cut the lead
to 10, Tony Easley hit a pair
of free throws for a 43-31 lead
with 12:11 remaining.
The Eagles managed to cut
the MSU lead to five when
Carter and Holloway responded with three-pointers to put
the Racers ahead 49-38 with
8:15 left.
Morehead got no closer than
10 the rest of the way in the
64-52 Racer win.
Bruce Carter led the way
for MSU with 23 points on 8of-I3 shooting. He had four
rebounds and three assists.
Danero Thomas added 14.
while Tyler Holloway tossed
in 10
Cam Nabs
Carter and Holloway's pair
of 20-point performances marks
the second time this season the
pair have accomplished this feat.
They also did it Jan. 24 at the
RSEC against Tennessee State.
The Racers had a lead at
half and that has been a good
thing this season. When MSU
has the lead at half, they are
14-1. and when they don't
they're 1-8.

MEN's
Swoon=
School
Austin Petty
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Tennessee Martin
Tennessee Tech
Samford
SE Missouri State
Tennessee State
Eastern Illin.c4s
Jacksonville State

OVC(Overall)
13-3 (17-9)
11-5 (15-9)
10-5(13-10)
9-6 (12-11)
9-8 (13-14)
9-8 (12-15)
8-8 (11-13)
7-9 (12-14)
7-9 (10-15)
3-13 (4-20)
2-14 (4-20)

Thursday. Feb. 14
SE Allesoun State vs Eastern Senor
Saintorci vs Sionineact Si
TintleSS410 St vs Murray State
Tenn.'s'. Tech vs UT keirkn
aacksorksie St vs Easiem Kentucky
Setiordsm Fels 16
Jacksonville St vs Moralised St
UT Moron vs S€Ue.o,,nSl.
Sanitontvs Easiern Kentucky
Murray St vs ESSINT1 teiioie
Austin Posy vs Tennessee Tech

7 30 p m
7 30 p in
7 30 p m
730 p fe
7 30 p m
4pm
6p m
7p m
7 30 pm
7 30 pm

Speaking of important marks
to look for in MSU games,
the Racers had a 12-point lead
at the five:minute mark and
are now 14-3 this season when
leading at the half.
MSU travels to Tennessee
State for a 7:30 p.m. Thursday game at the Gentry Center in Nashville.

•MSU
From Page 5
The Racers had as much as
a 20-point lead in the first half,
taking a 28-8 lead with 10:29
left in the period. but the Eagles
went on an 8-0 run to pull to
within 12, and holding Murray
State to a 40-26 halftime lead.
Morehead State opened the
second half on an 8-0 run that
expanded into a 13-2 stretch,
and the Eagles closed to within three points when Tarah
Combs hit a three-pointer to cut
the Racer lead to 42-39 with
900 reniaming. Murray State
pushed out to a seven-point lead
when Brown hit a layup to give
the Racers a 48-41 lead with
3:42.
Murray State committed just
eight turnovers in the game to
Morehead State's 17, and the
Racers had 13 points off of
turnovers to the Eagles' eight.
-This was a great win for
us, a huge win corning off of
a tough loss at Eastern Kentucky." said Murray State head
coach Jody Adams. "We didn't
rebound the hall at all in the
second half. They took a lot of
second shots that hurt us. They
hit some big shots, a couple of
good threes that helped them
get back into the game. Down
the stretch, when we were up
three late, we weren't thinking.
'Don't foul; we were thinking
'Get in the passing lane. Get a
steal: get a deflection ' We're

not saving games: we're going
after it.
Murray State was led by
Brown, who had 15 points on
6-for-8 shooting from the field
and a team-high eight rebounds.
and Hayes, who also had 15
points to go with six rebounds.
Lee had 10 points,four rebounds,
four assists and two steals.
Petty had a team-high five
assists with no turnovers and a
game-high five steals. Guffey finished with nine points.

TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED BY

Terry Buller

608 840 •• Sr • 151 5142

IV, radio
TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETIOLL
6 p.m.
ESPN — \Manors at Georgetown
II p.m
ESPN -- Kansas at Texas
10 p.m.
ESF'N2 - Sere Mary's Cale at Santa
Clete
NHL HOCKEY
Spin.
VERSUS -- Phoenix at Dallas
WOMEN'S COUJEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Rutgers at Tennessee

Locally
NNW PASKETSALL
1110
WNBS. 1340 AN — Murray High at
Ballard Memo, al(OH)
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916
ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Frid
ay 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
060
Help Wanted

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat, of the month

University
Barber Shop

Nip Waded
ACTIVITY Coordinato
for Personal Care
Facility.
Experience
with computers a must.
Experience with group
crafts, party planning,
outside events. Must
enjoy working with
people.
Certified
Activity Director or similar experience a plus.
Paid vacations, holidays, paid sick days.
Disability and
life
insurance provided at
no cost to the employee. Contact Loudean
Austin
or
Jenny
Westbrook at Fern
Terrace of Mayfield.
LLC. 270-247-3259 or
email
to
ftlmay0yahoo.com
EOE
BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position •
Full-time RN
Must be able to work
afternoons. We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package.
Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky.
Apply in
person at Brrfthaven of
Benton
2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to ptinetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
websitt. not all listings
on the phnetwork com
are placed thmugh
the Murray Ledger
& limes Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
NEED MI-time hold
Start immediately. No
experience necessary
WIN train. Hourly plus
bonuses
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E.
airdealing

160
Nome Furnishings

120
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Temporary Ag/Tobacco Workers
Needed For Workman Farms

ANT1OUES, Call Larry
753-3633

Hazel, Kentucky

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

3/31/08 - 12/31/08 - KY #0347688
5/5/08 - 12/31/08 - KY #0347697

J08 Opening
Announcement
Accountrrig/Bookkeepe
20

hOtifs

per week

Fern
Terrace
of
Mayfield is looking for
a 20 hour per week
Accountung/Bookkeeoe
r. Applicant must have
Accounting/Bookkeepi
rig
experience
Knowledge
in
Microsoft Money and
all other Microsoft
applications is a must
Knowledge of compiling Excel spreadsheets,
Medical
Assistance
and
Medicare knowledge is
a plus. Paid vacations
and sick pay holiday
pay Please apply in
person at 1227 St. RI
45 North, Mayfield No
phone calls, please
EOE

KFC
now
hiring
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders. Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
FAST-PACED dental
office seeking a parttime Registered Dental
Hygienist. It you are a
career-onented team
player, and want to
provide quality dentistry in a patient-centered practice. Send
resume to PQ. Box
1538, Murray, KY
42071.

ke Odeon

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience
270-759-9553

USED books. Call
759-9586.

Check
us out
on the
Web!
150
Articles
For S.

VINYL replacement
windows.
FREE ESTIMATES
Call Jeff 0 753-6450

LARGE
SELECTION

"-OWNER
FINANCING16x80 31313, 2 Bath, on
3.5 acres, Pans
$3,950 down, $545
month. 752-0729
Bonnie Byerly Broker
FINANCE*"
No Credit Check!
Completely redone.
28R 1BA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Pnmrose. New
Concord. $2,900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222
-OWNER
FINANCE-28X68,
38R, 2 bath, 10 acres,
$4,950 down $695.00
month, Hardin.
752-0729 Bonnie
Byerly Broker
**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 3BR,
2BA, $4.950 down
$649.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011
07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin.
213FI 1BA.
1-800-455-3001
2000 Fairmont 16x80.
Vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 2x6 wafts. Amish
built, nice.
270-489-2525.
UP to $20,000 off 3
remanining
New
Homes. Must sell by
02/16/2008.
731-584-9109
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429
260
"•'"'"

Homes For Pent

•2BR $225
753-8012
Rae*
SPACE available to
antique furniture von
does on the Murray
Court Square. Contact
Carol at 761-7467
310
To Hen
MATURE gentleman
seeking small country
home with garage or
shop building
Will
lease 614-776-6277

USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

(210) 753-1713

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

INSURANCE

111.0% labprt
a Ogt

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%. of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

ATatr75,,
1111..:7

nal101126001.
46.1111111611011ar

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

valuer

All OCC816011 Trsamortstisa • Airport Service • Certified be....

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A; $131 on
Part B Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CUStill3

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

- PREPLANNING Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

6- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL KENTUCKY AVAILABLE PLANS
PART-D DRUG PLANS ALSO
COMPETITIVE RATES

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201

S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

NOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

227-3574
Call for a Fret Lstimate

0ble Homes For Sale
{
111111

HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
MATURE Lady will sit
with the elderly or
housekeeping
Over
20 years experience
References if needed
293-2735

FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424
WHITE oak firewood.
$50. 270-227-9042

hey tuto Peills

OTR drivers needed.
08 hot tub. New in
Competitive
wages package. 6-7
person,
and benefits. Home
7HP. 46 jets, ozone,
every 2 weeks. Must
water fall. Full warranhave Class A CDL with
ty. Retail: $7,698. Must
minimum 3 years OTR
sell: $4,200.
experience.
Clean 573-300-10
31
MVR.(800)468-6087
HD Televisions
PADUCAH Real Estate Come by Olympic
April night licensing Plaza to see our selecclass. 270-223-0789.
tion of HD televisions:
(Jeromeada ms@ yahoo. Flat screen Plasma &
corn
LCDs. Rear Protection
also. LG, Toshiba,
PAINTERS. Need 3
Hitachi & Sony. We
plus years of verifiable
have a large selection
painting experience
of entertainment cenFor interview call
ters & TV carts.
931 -436-5353
Beasley Antenna &
PART-TIME apartment Satellite. 759-0901
Maintenance
NEW pool table, never
Experience with
used, 1 -slate, solid
repairs, painting.
wood, carved legs, fell,
Resume to 108 North
acc package, retails
12th St.
$4,500, selling for
SALES help wanted for $1,600, must sell
local
insurance (573)300-1031
agency We provide a SATELLIT
E System
wide range of prod- FREE
ucts One of Nation's Get
a 4-room FREE.
largest
companies FREE
DVR or HD
Insurance experience upgrade.
FREE 6
helpful
but
not months of HD
prorequired Training will gramming
/H D
be provided it neces- upgrade
Get months 3
sary Send resume to. FREE of
HBO &
P.O
Box
1040-R, Cinemax
Murray, KY 42071
Programming starts at
SEASONAL help
$29 99 per mo +$5.00
for local networks Call
needed. Must have
Beasley Antenna &
CDL. Apply at Crop
Satellite for more info
Production Services
759-0901 or toll free
Hardin, KY,
877-455-0901
(270)437-4000

e

1989
Case
580K
XtendaHoe.
4WDr,
runs good $14,500
Call 293-2512
210
Arwood

RIDING mowers that
need work.
270-438-2867

SCRAP
CARS
r
!

itISINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Hwy Equipment

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Wage $8.65 hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all tools and
equip. furnished. Housing pro%ided for those beyond
commuting. Transportation and subsistence pay, after
50% of contract completed Apply for this job at the
nearest Kentucky Office of Employment & Training.
Division of Workforce Development Office using job
order number above, with a copy of this advertisement.

DO you love working
wfth kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available,
Apply at:
Wee Care
logs. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
NOW taking applications for Resident
Assistant positions, full
and part time. Good
pay, beautiful community, great residents,
friendly staff. CNA
training a plus but not
required, will train
Must enjoy working
with seniors. Preemployment drug test
Apply at Glendale
Place, 905 Glendale
Road.
FIRST Baptist Church
(Murray) is seeking a
part-time intenm director of preschool and
children's
activities
This person will be
responsible for planning,
administering
and participating in
activities for children
from birth through 6th
grade. Hours will be
15-20 per week; compensation negotiable
Bachelor's degree or
prior experience in
similar work required.
Applicants should be a
professed Christian,
love the Lord and love
children
Interested
persons should submit
resume and names of
three references to
Children's
Search
Committee,
First
Baptist Church, 203
South
4th
Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
For questions contact
Wilma
Beatty
at
(270)753-7772.

4X8 state pool table,
$450.
Full dining room set,
$700.
Large glass top kitchen
table, 4 chairs, $250.
Pine kitchen table with
XL leaf & 4 chairs,
$250
Washing
machine,
$50.
Chair & ottoman sleeper, $200.
Office desk with extra
units, $250.
Queen mattress, box
springs & oak headboard, footboard, rails,
$200.
753-9293

NEED your house
cleaned?
Ref if needed
759-9031
978-6554

Energetic, hard-working individual with
multi-tasking abilities needed for front
office duties in busy medical practice.
Must interact well with people, and be
cheerful, respectful, and outgoing.
Absolutely no phone calls will be accepted
concerning this position.
Please submit a typed resume, along with
a handwritten cover letter to:
Dr. John Bright
Dermatology of Murray
300 S. 8th St., Ste. 281-W
Murray, KY 42071

: THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

LOST: male black Lab.
10 years old. Las
seen: Airport & Poo
Farm Rds. Tuesday
night. Black collar, no
tag. 227-0449.
759-9318

C:11Haig *Weed

I BR, various locations
$275-S300. Coleman
RE 753-9898

Security and Camera Systems
Fire Alarm Inspection
Electrical Construction/Repair
Fast Response Service 24/7

MI Stephens or Julie Bitis‘o
at

and place your ad today!

Honeywell

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS

For: Rent
1 BR, all appliances,
washer & dryer. Pets
allowed. $335. Call
Velda, Grey's
Properties, LLC.
293-3491
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109.
1&2 BR apts, 1 -year
lease: 1BR $350.00,
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
2 BR 1 Bath duplex,
attached garage,
clean, no pets,
$475/mo. one year
lease. $475/deposit.
436-5858 227-4037
2BR 2BA, all appliances furnished. $100
off first month's rent.
Michelle Drive
731-363-4588.
270-293-5572
2BR 2BA, garage, all
appliances $650
436-5685
28R apartments available. Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
28R duplex, 2BA.
garage No pets
753-7457 or 227-3054
28R duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR
redecorated
$345 monthty. No pets
293-6070
2BR, $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898
384BR. 2BA available
now,
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR Duplex, water furnished, 5700/mo,
lease & deposit
required. 227-0375
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mor-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

753-1916

1750 Lewes Drive Murray. KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:

38R townhome 2.5BA
C/H/A,
refrigerator
washer, dryer, dish
washer, oven, stove
1.400
sq.ft
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$660
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458

2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - Income Based
• Free Cable • Washer, Dryer, Range. Dishwashet:
& Refngerator Provided • All Electric • Carpet it;
Ceramic Tile • Central Heat & Air • Patio/Deck%
-t
Some restrictions apply
I_ Call Joy for details... 270-762-1044 or g
CFR. 270404-0850. TTY0 800-648-6056

4BR townhome 2.5BA.
C/H/A,
refrigerator,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
1,400
sq.ft.
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$840
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505

Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42(17-

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
.
On‘and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.6
_
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Cornerstone
Realtv & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Service.. available
Call 761-7355
wiry, ornersionerealty coot
DUPLEX 2BR. 1-1/2
bath, all appliances,
storage shed, handicap
accessible
$525/mo 436-5685

a subscription to the
WARM

LEDGER

DUPLEX 28R, 28A,
1-year old. 404 Bambi
Cl. North, no pets.
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653

Home

FOR rent: 2BR
Duplex, 1302
Valleywood. $400/mo.
761-7355
SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt upstairs
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/mo 753-5980

Delivery

Local Mall
CaknkrII

3 mo.
6 too. .....
1 yr.--S99.00 6 mo.
1 yr.

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 1 bedroom,
unfurnished ($345). All
appliances including
washer & dryer.
759-5885 or 293-7085
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
All appliances including washer, dryer.
759-5885 or 293-7085

IMES

Si rf

Rest of KY/TN
Menem & Anises,

3 ato.--VOSS
6 so.--ISOM
1 yr ----$HIM
I Check

433.06

-Siwod
-...4104.04

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 ma..--1175.110
6 mo.
1 yr.--Slat*

Money Order

ViAa

M/C

Name
I St. Address
I
City
Zip
SEtlialytimte'
Mail this coupon with payment to.
1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

CLASSIFIEDS

14. %timid:ay. I ehruary II, 2008

NEON BEACH
MINIeSTORA01
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

4411,\
wasice4c
atAcm
.t

753-3853

kap Pans
326 acres Par* TN
area 200 row crop
land Remainder in
woods
with
creek
frontage
Excellent
building sites (1 9
miles black top rd
frontage) will divide
'00 an acre
175-0543

no
Commonea Prep. For

For reel
107S 14th 4BR 2BA.
Lease
8
deposit No pets $700
monthly. 270-519-2699

CiH/A

1604 Miller7 rooms
gas C-i-1 Lease
deposit No pets
Water paid $500
monthly 270-519-2699
3 8 4BR houses
Lease
deposit
8
required 753-4109

3/2 brick ranch on
Melrose City utilities
Ail electric 2 car
garage Large fenced
yard New
central heat & air system annual lease
Ray 270-767-0615
38R IBA 306 S 15th
$490/mo negotiable
No pets 759-4826
501 South 6th 3 bedroom 1 bath,
washer-dryer. dishwasher. refrigerator
stove living dining ..
moms tx•nus room
screened porch hardwood floor S
270-761-1317
THREE bedroom, one
bath house eleciwocid
heat single car
garage Tool Shed and
storage building
Located in Hazer
$600.00 a month No
Pets
Call 753-2905
360
I

Pe

THE School Distric
built a new school in
Puryear TN The old
school which Was built
in 1946 is in sound
condition with a good
roof It has 28 classrooms and a gymnasium It would need
some updating which
we can help pay for
Pick one classroom.
several. or the whole
thing The only rent we
would need is utilities
(water electricity. gas)
Arbor Healthcare is
building a nursing
home, assisted hving,
and retirement home
complex right across
the street We need
some entrepreneurs to
come in and start businesses Call me Leo
Huff, Friends of the Old
Puryear School
at
731-247-3144
380

seams
AKC

German

Shepherds Excellen
German import blood
lines for working and
protection Pet, show
and working quality
available
Puppies
adults, trained adults
131 352-2694
731.415-1846
_
AKC Registered Shot)
TA puppies
t male 5350 1
female 5400 ready
Mara, bth (270)559
6222. (270)851-8148
(270)554-7346 day
time
DOG Obedience
436-2858
MINIATURE
Dachshund Males
$2002 black 8 tan. I
table
Female. $275 sable
270-435-4015
SHIH 'flu pups Males
$150. Female $200
748-5575

I0X19 storage unit
lowntown
Murray
$40 153 9887
Alif Warehousing
Near MSU $20 50
766.8

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
70) 753-6266
Call 12701293 418
9am 4prn

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

I

Livestock & Suwon

Land For Flom 01 teem 1

TOBACCO grrair..1
abfirox 8 acres highly
productive land water
available 32,5,7 ham
by May hie
• ii,ed also
489-2116

RaiEd*

1850 St Fit 121S
Murray. KY 42071

5-200 acres between
Stella 8 Coldwater
hwy frontage tobacco
barn good water for
irrigation or livestock
Owner financing possible will divide
(270)489-2116
rt no answer leave
message
460
Homo For Salt
"'OWNER
FINANCE"•
No credit check, Clean
and nice 38R IBA
home on lot in Puryear.
1.292 sq tt . hardwood
floor.
appliances
$3.900 down, $475
monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222.
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No
Credit
Check,
Clean 8 nice 313R 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear 1,292 sq It .
hardwood floor, appliances, city water 8
sewer 53.900 down,
$475
month
Cali
Ruth&(270)753-2222
2 story 3BR 2BA, 1
once. 2 car garage,
2 400 sq ft living.
4.000 total Landon
Hills Subdivision
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032

Also
tarn i
loins
Cherokee Hills Farm
121S New Concord
10mi from KY Lake
Lots of deer turkey.
good building spots
Williams 753
J U
8406 753-4443
BRICK
4B14 2BA
3 000 SQ ft living 2 car
garage detached 6 car
garage shop
New
C H A New paint carpet,floors New refng
feat°, 2 acres 2 miles
from Murray on 121S
759-9982

DEBT RELIEF!
4‘.11 %Ma' h.itvic

in
stop sinir
www.cratis
ertvisnivers ,

4, 1.

270436-5-196

I

270-293-690h

LAKE house Three

MURRAY SF ,re anci

bedroom 2 bath with
double garage waterfront kit with trees
storage shed floating
boat dock concrete
boat ramp
1275 000 00 Cali
753-2905 or 293-8595

Orinisr,tiv

units availed.
753-2905 or 7' • ''6
PREMIER
MINIS TOEIAGIS
*inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sate & dean
*We sal boxes'
*We rent U Hauls

ollic• on
paid IM set up for a
used car so
703-4768

$750

OfFICt or retail space
averted* Pnme loci&
Son 753-2905
293 teen
OF0-10E space avail
ad* teOO.qfl perk

eig lot roadside sghted
sign 901 Sycamore St
It 200mto 293-2096
or 753 5500
PROFESSIONAL
OFFICE lama *WW1
lotion location includes
reception Conference
room
Anil partial;
Sue* B
Gregory

Faefey & Ernsiberger
Sulking (all
753-2633

Since 1986

2003 Cadillac CTS.
Great
condition
$11,500 OBO
293-5055

Res , Com , & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

iO0

Roadbed's
2001 F-150 Lanat XLT
58.500

Hay SA/bale
270-753-2570
94 Ot-4-i-vy 1500 Ext.
Cab 200.000
miles 350 V8 - Great
condition $2600
(2701 804-3566

LAM
•
LAWN SERVICE

Mowing, Manicunng,
Landscaping &
teal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 Z17-0611

270-519-8570
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
Handyman Work Free
estimates
436-2867 Lambs
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured

MUST Seel, Just built

WANT to know the
value of your home,
farm or commercial
property on today s
marker
Need help with that
purchasing or selling
decision/ Give us a
cell' Professional re4,

able service
Dismal) Appraisal
Consutting
Man
J • rinings

ftt

Iliasis
%n I is allot).
11t)( ondihiun
%t

re xtratis'prop.
ers.cipai
2"n:761-111U 1

DAVIS liandreorks

'No Job too Smar
Small home repairs

Hamilton
Nj.„1

roofing,

3301 St. RI 12114.

decks
garages, siding, win
clows, and doors.
Insured
759-4418,

Knight's
41=0
Over40 yen ap.
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Floonng .Decks
*Vinyl siding 'All
HOTEI iMprOVetTIOMS

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE Si PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
GRAVEL, white rock &
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

753-7728

753-8087

DPW HANDYMAN
We do all the odd 'obit
you don't have time
for
Painting. siding, roofs.

FREE to good home 8

Handyman Servtoes.
All remodehng.
No rob too arnall
Free estimates.

TRENCRING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

in
thy
win

Came

FNIEDIREPF-

Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839

low
Wen
ag

JOE S JOBS

decks
293-5438

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service

VINYL replacement
windows, professional
Insulation smiled,.
Call Jed 0 753-6450
YEARRY'S Tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2582, 227-0267

227-9484

BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd tobs Free estimates (270)762-0910

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters
'Link 8 tree work
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044

(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

to
to
and

month old Tamer mix
puppy Call
270-293-9927
for more info

and

PURE blooded female
Golden Retriever free

ger
A

to good home Phone
number 435-4009. cell
227-4475.
Evening
calls please

the
our

cks
En
Co

Free
Pallets

to
boy
Ott
Mit
and
a
fiel
Pas

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve

Li

Please
No Phone Calls

CTS
WO
Go

Hi

ers
ke

Horoscope

bg lamellae Blgar

IIAPPi'
ItTHDAV for
Tuesday, Feb. 12, ZOO&
It pi issible. as Old putting inordinate pressure on roommates and
Lundy this .sear You might he
more demanding than you real1/e, as dilterent situations
unfurl Be sensitise and aware
of the reactions you could prosoke. A close friend or loved
iaw might seem distant more
otten than not this year. This
person could he evaluating his
or her tile 4)11 many different levels. Stay open if possible. but
don't
tic
demanding.
Maintaining this posture will
take talent and strength If you
ire single. you might want to
mose quickly into a new relationship Please take _strut time.
for your sake. If you are
attached. relating might be challenging. hut hoth of you will
grow and leant a lot as a result.
:nderstand that people change
TAURUS-can weigh you down,
like an anchor
I he Stars Show the Kind of
Day 1ou'll Huse: 5-Dynatnic,
4-Positise: I-Ascrage; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

brick
sq ft
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
Doubt@ garage
** Know and understand
Private & beautiful 2.
upcoming costs Evaluate or ask

orineraporaiser
270753-9999

BACKHOE
TRUCIUNG
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

Sala & beadialen

2 500
home

753 9600

GARAGE

Hill Electric

isaw.ciftd

r

759-9044.
Photos provided
38R 28A brick Newly CHESS TEAM COMPETITORS: The Calloway County High School Chess Team placed fourth in the Quad A Regional held in
decorated,
stove
Muhlenberg County Jan. 26, and qualibicI for the state. This is a new club to( the high school and the Coach is David Mikulcik.
refrigerator
Large Team members competing were Leah Hall, Kristin Mikulcik,
Michael McDonald, Travis Lamb and Dominik Mikulcik. Lamb also
fenced in backyard &
placed first in non-rated players and Dominik Mikulcik received fourth place in the Quad A Regionals. Pictured left photo, from
storage Large trees
822
91h
S
oft left are. (back row) coach Mikulcik; McDonald; Lamb; and Dominik Mikulcik; Hall and Knstin Mikulcik are pictured in the front
Glendale
row Pictured right photo is Dominik Mikulcik with his trophy.
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Prop For

Used Cars

15 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted
14

AAA HANDYMAN
Al typos of carpentry.
additions. docks
Hauling. clean up sink.
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Fres estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

3814 2BA brick home
with 1 494 sq ft 4
miles north of Murray
rust off 641 New HVAC
in 04 and new roof in
06
Finished
out
24X30
detached
shop-garage
with
industrial lighting and
multiple outlets with
additional 220 plug
House sits on 95
acres
Priced
at
$119,500
270-978-1074
270-

COTTAGE Near lake.
2BR gas fireplace
well H 436.5011 c
217-251 1' --

270-753-5562

Lack

Call 753-5606

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

I

HORSE barn tor rent 3
with
stalls
,irge
',moot 291 1751

I

USED TIRES

011aed

24 moue sainrwa

Acne.
Aparensres For Rea

Murray Ls&pr & Times

acre )01 3/4•Ttle 10
town $139000 270519-8570 by owner,
Murray
THREE bedrni- i

bath brick home. with a

for more information it need be
A project Of a must appearance
might toss you way Out of whack
Investigate other ways around
this issue remembering that

nothing is

impossible Seek out
shed,
outbuilding
an expert or two Tonight Treat a
tobacco barn and 8
loved one well
acres
Located in
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
Hazel
$115 000 00
•*•
•
• You might start acting
Call 753.2905 or
like a Bull close to unstoppable
293-85%
If you can stop and rethink a sit
uation more carefully Your Imag& ATVs

ination adds that finishing touch
to anything you apply if to Your

Tonight
Once more lap into your creativity
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** If others want to dominate,
make it your pleasure. No one
knows better than you how much
you love free time to allow your
mind to wander What you
accomplish right now might not
be as important Tonight Yawn - get a good night's sleep
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Zero in on what you
want Others might appear 10
have reversed their positions
Recognize that people grow and
change Stay open as opposed
to judgmental, and you II get
results Confirm an appointment
Tonight Where there are people
nerves Could be frayed

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Take a stand Others might
be reactive, though you might

not be as bothered by it as you
might think Know that responsibility and leadership can frequently Lsolate people, even you.
Curb any wild spending Tonight
Up late

someone does this or that. age you to forge ahead in a new
Tonight. Go along with another's direction. Revise an opinion
request.
without making a public
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. announcement. Time will reveal
21)
if you are right. Tonight: Order in.
**** You are likely to take a PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
chance or approach a situation ***** Add in diplomacy, and
totally differently. Remain confi- you'll find that others open up
dent and direct in your dealings. more A friendship develops to a
Your main goal is to accomplish deeper level. A partner who frewhat you need, rather than push quently feels remote opens up
someone too hard. Tonight: once more. Confirm meetings.
Choose a tension-buster.
Don't stand on ceremony over a
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) hassle Tonight: Hang out
***** You find solutions
while others try to calm down sit- BORN TODAY
uations or return to the status Actress Christina Ricci (1980).
quo By allowing your creativity actress Joanna Kems (1953),
to emerge. your ideas will be comedian, TV host Arsenio Hall
laden with excitement and ener- (1955)
•••
gy Share this high energy
Tonight. Fun and games
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Internet at http://www.jacque*** Whether you admit it or Ilnebigarcorn.
not, you often get entrenched in (c) 2008 by King Features
"stuck thinking. Events encourSyndicate Inc.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** While others might

be
focused on handling the immediate issue you will tend to pull
back and see the big picture As
a result, you can gain remarkable insight and knowledge Use
this skill in relationships as well
Tonight Follow your imagination
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Deal with people as if
they are the most important people in the world You cannot help
but get results, Trust yourself.
knowing what you want Refuse
to hedge. and be as clued as
possible Tonight With a favorite
person
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*a** The smart move is to let
others have their head space
and allow them to express what
they feel Ask questions and
encourage conversations You
will understand much better why

BARBEROSA Cycles
LLC
ATV service & repairs
270-382-2444

'Service After Sale

16 Yamaha

'Full Parts Dept

Notverine Only 216
-sees good conon
757-289-7069. ask for
kaki&

•
Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

S
i

Mow-

MURRAY APPLIANCE
'-'fur -I •

simpis.

Tuciasis• Imgskon Inc
Russeleres, Kentucky
800-725-5996
WV.IUCkalielliA060.1 corn
National Finn Show

'locally Owned &
Operated

'12

lin disks

I

•,

loursyde KY Fee 13th 18th
South Wing Booth•918

Good WM management is enigma
io fanning success ThatS Wily more
*Men In turning to TE. center orvo:
motion systems Hydrostakcally
Odatered 1-Ls woe design give!
WU PO be

inwrieraviul WM and

cost solsty and rskataity to it you
menage your Arm maradd celung
'remains cx regime;gearboxes
Seri)* icy comae wort ana
name"Norm emir or you

•
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Therapist loses effectiveness
Important documents .
when patient becomes a friend best handled by attorney
Monday, February 11, 2008 • 9

Lodi.Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Fire-Rescue volunteers directing a stream of water
against the raging flames engulfing a mobile home on Radio Road
in Almo Heights. Rick Norsworthy received third degree burns
while he was working on the mobile
home. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Ricky and Irene Colson, a girl
to Kimberley and Raymond Kisner
and a boy to ABA and Michael
Camp, Feb. 4; a boy to Kristalyn
and Dell Hughes, Feb. 5
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Ginger Evans, Trevor Coleman and
Altana Bearsby, seniors at Calloway
County High School, looking over
the recently published book. Recollectionsfor 1988, containing articles written by students in the
English class, taught by Lynda
Coleman.
Births reported include a boy
to Sharon and Timothy Bailey, a
boy to Constance and Bruce
Ott way, a boy to Editha and
Mitchell West and a girl to Tammy
and Kenneth Henderson, Feb. 6.
a boy to KeUy and Michael Mayfield, a boy to Nancy and Robert
Passino and a boy to Dora and
James Conner, Feb. 7; a boy to
Lisa and Jonathan Rowlett, Feb.
8.
30 years ago
Murray State University Racers lost 63-60 and Lady Racers
won 89-77 over Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagles in basketball games.
High scorers for Murray were
Mike Muff and Laura Lynn.
Calloway County High School
Lakers lost 77-54 and Lady Litters lost 46-32 to Tilghman in basketball games. High sccorers were
Glen Olive for the Lakers and

Wyatt. Polon, Miller and Winchester for the Lady Lakers.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Larry Jones, Jan.
18
40 years ago
An average of $43.47 per hundred weight was reported for the
sale of dark fired tobacco on the
Murray Market, according to 011ie
Barnett, tobacco market reporter.
Army Specialist Four Elvin H.
Griffin, formerly of Dexter, is
serving with the 16th Signal Battalion in Mannheim. Germany.
Births reported include a boy
to Robert H and Peggy Billington, Jan 17.
SO years ago
JIMMJC Smith, James Wilson
and Bill Wilson, members of Boy
Scout Troop 45 of Murray, were
presented their God and Country
Awards in a ceremony at First
Methodist Church.
Lt. Col. Jesse Jackson, commander of Murray State ROTC,
was the speaker at a meeting of
the Murray Rotary Club held at
the Murray Woman's Club house.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Byrd and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Gallion.
60 years ago
Carillon Graham, administrator
of Murray Hospital, has announced
that a grant for the hospital has
been approved by the Kentucky
Board of Health.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds lost 59-46 in a basketball
game with Western State College
Hilltoppers played at Can health
building, Murray.
Murray Training School Colts
won 50-47 over Hickman County Falcons in a basketball game
with Boyd high scorer for the
Colts.

DLAR ABBY: I have a close
friend, "tthel, about whom Um
very worried. She sees a therapist, •Amy.• once a week for
depression and suicidal thoughts,
and while I think it's a wonderful idea, I'm concerned
because she has become "friends'
with her therapist.
This has
gone as far as
gift-giving,
attending the
therapist's
wedding, etc.
I , always
thought
it
was a breach
of
professional
By Abigail
boundaries
Van Buren
for a therapist to become friends with his
or her patient.
I am the one who gets the
4 am. phone calls when Ethel
is feeling like the world is ending for her. She says my son
and I are the only reason she
doesn't do something to herself.
When I ask Ethel why she doesn't discuss this with Amy, or
call her at 4 a.m., Ethel says
she doesn't want to burden her
with her problems. She also refers
to her appointments as •visiting" with Amy and says that
they have lovely talks about
Amy's family, etc.
I'm a single mother with a
full-time job, taking classes at
the university for my MBA. I
try to make as much time as I
can for Ethel, but I'm worn out
and worried about those 4 a.m.

Dear Abby

Tedaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 11, the
42nd day of 2008. There are 324
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb 11. 1858. a French
girl, Bernadette Soubirous, claimed
to have experienced the first of
18 visions of a lady dressed in
white in a grotto near Lourdes.
(The Catholic Church later accepted that the visions were of the
Virgin Mary; Bernadette, who died
in 1879 at age 35, was caurna.,
E3
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tied in 1933.)
On this date:
In 1812, Massachusetts Gov.
Elbndge Gerry signed a redistricting law favoring his party — giving rise to the term "gerrymandering."
In 1847, American inventor
Thomas Alva Edison was born in
Milan. Ohio.
In 1861, President-elect Abraham Lincoln departed Spnngfield,
HL for Washington.
t929
,
„, ths Latesun Tcsuty

was signed, with Italy recognizing the independence and sovereignty of Vatican City.
In 1937, a 6-week-old sit-down
strike against General Motors
Corps. ended, with the company
agreeing to recognize the United
Automobile Workers Union.
In 1945, President Roosevelt,
British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill and Soviet leader Josef
Stalin signed the Yalta Agreement
during World War 11.

phone calls. After seeing this therapist for five years, wouldn't
you think Ethel would at least
be a little bit better? If anything, I think she's worse.
I have suggested that Ethel
find another therapist, but all
she says is that Amy is her
friend. What else can I do'? -SARA IN SALEM, ORE.
DEAR SARA: It's apparent
that Amy is no longer acting
in the role of therapist. And
because she has become a friend,
Ethel doesn't want to impose
upon her with her problems.
The next time Ethel calls you
at 4 a.m., tell her that she is
calling the wrong person. The
things she is telling you are the
very things that her therapist
needs to know about in order
to help her. If Ethel refuses,
then tell her that what she needs
is a therapist with a fresh
approach. If Amy is truly her
friend. Amy will understand that
and give her a referral while
maintaining their personal relationship.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My 4-yearold grandson, "Teddy," is the
apple of my eye.
I recently learned that my
son-in-law has been taking Teddy
hunting for deer and sees no
harm in it. At his age, my grandson should be at a petting zoo
admiring God's creatures instead
of viewing the killing of them.
I have a policy of not interfering with my children in their
marriages or how they raise their
children. However, if needed, I
am always available for advice
if asked. Although I have shared
my opinion that Teddy is too
young, it has fallen on deaf
ears.
At age 4. my grandson is
too immature to understand the
killing. I don't believe that this
exposure is good for his psychological development at his
tender age. How do I approach
my son-in-law about this, and
at what age do you think it is
appropriate to allow the boy to
go hunting? -- CONCERNED
GRANDPA IN GREENVILLE,
S.C.
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DEAR GRANDPA: It would
be interesting to know how your
daughter feels about her son
going hunting with his dad. While
I am not a fan of killing for
sport. many people are avid
hunters who consume the birds
and animals they shoot.
While going on those expeditions at age 4 seems quite
young, if your grandson isn't traumatized by the sight of the
blood-and-gutting and enjoys the
"bonding sessions" with his dad,
and his mother has no objection, then I guess he'd old enough
to go along -- providing he
doesn't get in the way and endanger himself.

DEAR DR GOTT: My husmake decisions for you should
band and I have been trying to
you not be able to make them
organize our affairs. An attorney
yourself. All adults should have
drew up our wills Is it neces- one to help protect themselves
sary to retain an attorney to cre- and their families from unwanted
ate a living will and health care
Of unnecessary medical attention.
proxy? Where can we obtain the
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 78forms? I have year-old female on the frail side
already due to osteoporosis and mural
checked with
valve prolapse. I recently had a
two of my routine chest X-ray and was
physicians, advised to have a PET scan because
and they do of a spot on my left lung. I had
not
have the scan and was diagnosed with'•
forms
for a pulmonary nodule. I was 7:
advanced informed that it could be an inflana
directives.
tnatory process. but a malignanDEAR cy could not be ruled out. There
READER: is no evidence it has spread to
Most attor- my chest, abdomen or pelvis. I'm 7..
neys have the not considering a biopsy because
By
necessary
won't have chemo.
Dr. Peter Gott forms on file
DEAR READER: 1 strongly
for
people urge you to have further testing,
who need them. Work with your including a biopsy. This will at
lawyer, who can also advise you least tell you and your doctors
about filling them out correctly. whether the nodule is benign and
If you do not wish to do this, harmless (such as scar tissue) or
check with your local hospital. malignant.
These facilities often have the
Whether or not to have
necessary forms and may offer chemotherapy is your choice. Howassistance with filling them out.
ever, this isn't a decision you can
Because each state has differ- make without knowing whether
ent laws, I don't believe there is you have cancer. Go ahead with
one form that will work in all states. the biopsy and, depending on the
However, there is a Web site results, you may wish to speak
(www.ehow.com) that offers tips to an oncologist. He or she can
to people who want to go through tell you about possible treatment
the effort of writing their own. options. This is not to say you ,
(The Web site offers tips on many must have treatment, but it will'
different topics.) I don't recom- at least allow you to make an'
mend this option, however, because informed decision.
it may require extensive research
If the biopsy shows the nodand the advice of an attorney.
ule is harmless, you probably
Living wills and health care won't need more than regular
proxies are important documents check-ups with a pulmonologist,
that tell your physician and hos- who will monitor the lesion to
pital how to handle your care see whether it has increased in
should you become incapacitated size or developed any abnormal
or terminally ill. These forms can characteristics.
also assign a power of attorney
Let me know how things turn
or health care agent who can out.

Dr. Gott

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•.1 8
V6 3
•K Q 1096
4•Q 1 72
WEST
EAST
+632
liAK 10954
AK 8742
OlOQ 105
•J 4
+32
+85
+94
SOUTH
•Q 7
.J 9
•A 8 7 5
ditA K 1063
The bidding:
South
West North
East
1 NT
Pass 3 NT
All Pass
Opening lead -- seven of hearts.
The average player feels that thc
expert is rarely subjected to the
assorted ignominies that frequently
befall lesser mortals. Nothing, of
course, could be hirther from the
truth.
For starters, tactical and strategic
considerations may influence an
expert to take an action that on a particular deal might end in disaster.
Then. too, the expert's natural
aggressiveness in bidding games will
sometimes lead to contracts that fail
by several tricks
occasionally
doubled to boot.
A case in point arose in thc final of
the 2006 world team championship

•••

at the table V/ here the Swedish pair of
Peter Benheau and Fredrik Nystrom
held the North-South hands, respectively. They reached three notrump
as shown.
Both players acted on the pnnciple that when the bulk of a partnership's length and strength is in the
minor suits, the best potential game
lies in notrump. And to a certain
extent, they were right, as the combined hands contained 10 tricks in
the minors.
But after West led a low heart, the
outcome proved both tragic and
comical. The defenders proceeded to
collect six heart tricks followed by
six spade tricks, setting the contract
eight tncks!
One would certainly think that
this result could not he equaled, but
amazingly enough, the North-South
pair at the other table, Tor Helness
and Get/ Helgemo of Norway, produced the identical auction, and so
seemed headed for the same fate.
That is, until East, Peter Fredin of
Sweden, doubled three notrurnp, asking for the lead of a major suit.
Ifelgemo decided to trust Fredin's
assessment, and retreated to four
clubs, passed all around. The defenders then collected two hearts and two
spades to score a one-trick set —
plus 50 — hut this could not come
close to matching the plus 400
achieved by East-West at the first
table, and the Norwegians came
away with an 8-IMP gain.
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TAKIN6 TN15 BALLROOM
DANCE CLASS, SEE AND
TNIS Erfitl. COMES UP TO ME
AND ASKS ME TO DANCE
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THE TEACHER
15 TALKING TO
YOU CHARLIE
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.read

1 Brothers title
4 Glimmer
9 "The Gold Bug
author
12 Remove
as branches
13 Tall and lanky
14 Wheel buy
(2 wds )
15 Dump on the
market
17 Reply
19 Slightly gamy
20 Genius
informally
21 Tot's cry
23 Derby St
24 Winter forecast
sometimes
27 Subside
28 Class ender
30 'Quo Vadis"
co-star
31 "— sue me'
32 Available in
abundance
34 Pharaoh's god

35 `The Clan of
the Cave Bearauthor
37 Rainfall measure
38 Wine category
39 Geyser output
41 Brief query
42 Flank
43 Public uprisings
45 Kept secret
46 Stiffly
48 Crude
carriers
51 Note before la
52 Pie flavor
54 Two-timer
55 Lacking warmth
of feeling
56 Lines on a map
57 Eavesdrop

AKITA
ONS
SIM
R EPA X
GOA
AIM
GA
T[II
LOGSOM
UTA
SEESAM
ESPN
111:1E
ODIE
0Alan
IR IMI
GAMBLE
ADEPTS
URALS
SLOB
MITE
CIIIM
YARN
S ABMS T
ZOO
RENOIM
AM
DU
UMA
DM
RAVEN
[MUG IIIM
ALTOS

DOWN
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1
2
3
4
5
6

7 Seaweed
derivative
8 Chatty pets
9 Plains tribe
10 Four quarters
11 Beagle feature

Winter woe
L — Hubbard
Composure
Match for Seles
Fictional collie
Type size

Answer to Previous Puzzle

16 Two — —
kind
18 Luxury fabrics
20 Writers' credits
21 Geologic
formations
22 Concerning
23 French Legion
headgear
25 Went wrong
26 Exchange
28 A famous
Derek
29 — Ness
32 Miner's stake
33 Urn cousin
36 Spookily
38 Insurance
addenda
40 Wisdom tooth
42 — sus plait
44 Spelling error
45 Hotfoots it
46 Chi follower
47 "Arabian
Nights" bird
48 Passe
49 Seance sound
50 Farm abode
53 Ma's mate
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PRE-SPRING
SAVINGS EVENT!

TOYOTA

iiGGES1
EVER
'ASH BP'

PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

$1500

140-,13

CASH BACK!

vtks's*

Hurry!

ANY NEW 2008

The Pre-Spring
Savings Event Ends
Presidents Day,
February 18th!

COROLLA OR MATRIX
AilmetIele

PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

$1000
ANY NEW 2008

ANY NEW

CAMRY SEDAN, CAMRY HYBRID
OR TACOMA 4X4

2008 SIENNA OR TACOMA 4X2
OR 2007 FJ CRUISER
AN 1110644.• Wigs WOO/ Wel.

PNE-SPHIN6 10YOIA SAVINGS'

$1200
OTT!Ai yi I 40

PRE-MING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

s2500

4000

PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

1132=1=1

GASH BACKS

ANY NEW

ANY NEW

ANY NEW

ANY NEW

'08 VAR IS SEDAN
'08 FJ CRUISER
'07/`08 SOLARA

2008
4RUNNER

2008

2007
TUNDRA

All

IWO.

TUNDRA

All Maisie 1001111 famply leels

Ai)

SPECIAL LOW APR FINANCING
AND LOW LEASE RATES AVAILABLE!
ASK ABOUT OUR $400 coLLarte AND MILITARY REBATE PROGRAMSI2
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SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALERS TODAY!

TOYOTA OF MUM MIKE SPUTA MITI
1307 South 12th Street

Murray. KY

270.753.4961
buyatoyota.corn

3941 Mike Smith Drive • Paducah, KY

270.408.6453
(f.a)TOYOTA

a

